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PROBLEM A: CHARACT�RISTICS OF ·MAQON COUNTY MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUC�RS AND THEIR FARMS. 
This survey;tn;,e study was one,of th�ee relat�d problems concerning. 
manufacturing mil� producti_on in Macop. County, Tennessee o The specific 
purpose was ,to· determine th.e characteristics of Macon County manufac-, 
turing ,milk ·producers., including those who annually produc;e ·in_ high, 
medium and ·low. thi�ds ii::i. terms of-butterfat o A r8:,Ildom sample of,' 60 
producers of _.571 WEµS in�erv�ewe� and comparative analysis was made 
in_simple number� and:percentso 
The findings_reve�led that the average Macon County man�fac�uring 
milk producer in .1965.had the following characteristics: (1) was 
approxi�ately 52 yea�s ·of age; (2) had complet_ed 7.5 years of schooliI,lg; 
(3) was generally friendly ·tot,rard.the i�:terviewer; (4) reported ·a 
gross, family -income of $6,348; (5) milked 14 cows and produc�d 3,386 
pound�. of milk and·207 pounds of butterfat; (6) operated 157 total acres 
of farm having 96 acres in.cropland; (7) _kept_8 replacement heifers; 
( 8) did his, own milking and solq. milk in .cans; and ( 9) was fo�d n<?t 
to -_have _a silo� 
Wh�n -the. average _of the high and low producers was compared, it · 
was fouq.d that the forme�: (1). was .. slightly·:older; (2)_ was .better ·known· 
tq the -.inter_v±e-w:er; (3)- had about 39 percent _greater ir�come; (4) had 
considerl;tbly .-higher ·per cow butt�rfat C-182 pounds) -and ntj.lk ( 3_,60� pounds) -
1965 production averages, and· ( 5) had 10 acr.es more c�opland. , 
iii· 
• 
Suggestions were made f0:r further _analysis .. of the data and. for 
the· use of find:lngs. in the ,planning ,of .the, dairy 'phase of the Macon 
County Extension programo ,· 
PROBLEM B: MANAGEMENT PRACT�.CES_OF MACON COUNTY 
MANlJl:i'ACTURING MILK-PRODUCERS 
iv 
This was the sec9nd of. three related problems concerning manufac­
turing milk prod,ucers in.Macon County, Tennessee� The purpose of this· 
seqtion of the study was to _determine the .kinds of management practices 
that 'we:r.-e and were not being used in 1965 by manufac�uring milk producers 
in the. county o· A .random sample of 60 producers was interviewed and 
then classi:fied ,into high, medium and low thi!'.d categories. in terms of 
average per cqw butterfat _soldo Data wer� analysed in numbers and 
percents, ana,., · als_o, management levels· of. dairymen. were compared on 
the basis of: practice diffusion ratings assignedo 
Fin_dings reveal.ed that ·most manufacturing milk producers in 
Macon County in.. 1965: were using the following, pract-i ces: ( l} Five of the . 
six practices . related to breeding and herd replacement;,, (2) only, two of 
the .four ,practice� related :to record keeping an_d use; (3 ). three of the 
seven ._practi aes related to feeding and. feed production; ( 4) two of three 
practices related to heal th and.sanitation; and ( 5) all of the three 
other practices related to general management that ·were listedo 
A compadson _of the high and. low producers _ showed that ·high pro'.'"" 
ducers: (1) had higher ratings on 17 of 23 separate.· practices studied; 
( 2,) , tended to ;feed_ a slightly_ higher protein ration;· ( 3) fewer had. 
hay gromid� · 
V 
Also, it was •note_d that: ( 1) the ·larger . herds showed the highest 
management levels; ( 2) younger . dairymen ·r tended to have a slightly . 
higher -practi�.e diffusion rating than older ones; ( 3) less than 20 . per­
cent, of the· dairymen, were fre�hening cows in the.fall; and (4) dai�en 
who were better ;educa.ted .tended to manage better. 
Suggestions were made.for the use of findings and for additional 
research. 
PROBLEM C: FACTORS.INFLUENCING DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 
ADO�TION BY ·¥A,CON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK .PRODUCERS 
This was .. the third _of three relate_d problems concerning manufac-. 
tu.ring milk pr�ducers in Macon County, Tennessee. The purpose here was 
to·try to determine �hat factors; .other than those identified earlier, 
had in:fluenced manufacturing milk produc�rs to adopt or not adopt . 
recommended dairy.management practices. Data.from.interviews with 
60 randomly,selected_producers in the county served as a basis for 
an�lysis and interpretations. Compari1?ons were.made .after dividing 
the greup into high, med;ium_and low thirds according to average 1965 
butterfat production ·per cow. 
Of the things ·liked most by manufacturing milk :producers, "the 
regular income" was rated first by 88 percent of the dairymen� "Con­
finement" was the greatest disiike:mentioned by the producers. 
Respondents felt that reco�ended produc-tion:practice� most often 
are not adopted because the cost outweighs the possible benefits, the 
facilities are not suited and because more rewarding activities claim 
the owner's time and money. 
The milk plant field.man was rated as first choice as a source. 
of dairying advice by 97 percent of the _dairymen. The County Agent 
vi 
wa!3 listed:bY 92,percent of all dairyme11 as their second source .of 
additional useful information. Eighty-eight percent of the respondents. 
listed radio an.d ·tel�vision ,as their third best. source of additional 
infor�tion. Hig? pr0.ducers were found.to be seeking more advice 
than the low. 
Suggestj,ons were made for the use of the findings of the study 
in future Extension -work.related to dairying in Macon County. 
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PROBLEM A 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
AND THEIR FARMS 
A Special Problem in -. Lieu of Thesis 
In Partial Fulfillment 
of . the Requirements fer the Degree 
Master of Sci ence 
by 




I o THE SIT:UATION AND NEED FOR THE ·· STUDY 
In the · four-year perio4 � 19�2-65 , da�r.vi1+g ranked thi rQ. in 
i�ort ance as a . s ourGe of agri cultural , in come in Tennes see ( 19 : l ) o * 
Annual re ceipts average d aboµt · 85 -. milli, on dollars · for the _pe rioo. of . 
1961�65 � ,  Also , there were approximately 387 , OQO dai ry cows ill 
Tennes s�e · in . l965 � Ave rage . _milk ,prodµction per Tennes see - cow was . 
5 , 610 pounds ( lJ : l )_ �  Son:te · research ( l� : l )  suggests : that - .milk :pro- . 
duction per .· covr o f  le s s  than 5 , 5 00 .  pounds · i s  , unpro fit able , an d  that 
cows producing bel�w that amount should be culled an d  replaced - . 
Macon County i �. located : in · the northcentra.l part of the Mi ddle . ·  
D i  vis ion , o f  · Tennes s_ee  o .  It i s  · .borde_:re d _ on the north by . the st ate of · 
Ke�t uc�y , on the e ast by C,lay and Jackson Countie� " Th� south 
boundary - i s with Smit:q and . Trous dale Counties  and the -, west . boun9-ary . 
with . Sumner County o The _agri culture of the -. county · i s _ rather 
di vers ifi e � ,  · a 11:  ttle more than 40 perce:qt of ,the agri ciµ tural income 
comi:µg fz-om the s al� of tob ac co , wi t-h ,li ve�tock and. . li vestoc� product s .  
ranking s e cond in _import an ce . ·  Dai rying ranks , thi rcl in importance 
and . . i s  e :x;c;eede d  only in ,.dollar .value by the s ale · of tobacco 
*Numbers in parentheses  re fer t<;> num1;>ere d  re ferenc;: .es in the . 
bibl�ography ; , thos e ·  aft�r .the colon· are page · number� o • 
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' . ; ·  ... .  
and by livestock . and
.
livestock products , ( 5 : 308) . 
Manufacturing milk productio� started increasing in 1955 when 
Kraft · Milk Compa.ny lecated - a.  receiving-plant at Lafayette, Tennessee o 
Two fiel� men ,.were assigned . :t0 Macon and eight surrounding counties 
to establish routes and work with producers on recommended management 
practices le�ding to .high ,production. 
This plant . reached a high ·.of · 1,421 patrons during 1958 0 
According to.Kraft records , the . counties of Sumner, Trousdale, Jackson, 
Clay, : a.nd Smith_in · Tennessee, and �len and Monroe Counties in Kentucky 
furnished �ab0ut 0ne-:-hal� of these prod�cers. There was a decline 
of . 571 producers in the period 1958-1967. The decline was partially 
due te eight ot�er processors from surrounding areas getting milk 
from Macon County. · 
Another factor causing a decline in the number of processors 
was ·the. emplayment opportunities for farm people provided by Lafayette 
Manufacturing, Tr�e Loom Manufactur�ng a�d · other industries which 
establishe� plants · in the .. county . Mf:U1Y producers . eventually qu� t 
milking cows. and . .  obtained , off-farm employmez:it. 
Probl�ms identified in the Annual 1 Project III Plan ·of : Work , 
for Fiscal Year 1966 included the 1 following : ( 1 )  there was lack of a� 
adequate· s�pply of q�ality fe�d ( especially hay ; and silage ); ( 2 )  too 
few .dairymen : were , using artificial b�eeding; , ( 3 )  most dairymen in 
Macen · Coi,mty ,did nc;,t · ke�p adequate records; ( 4) many housing and 
nq.lking facilities . were inadequate and/ or inefficient; . ( 5 )  masti tis 
continued '. to be . a common disease in dairy herds throughout the state; 
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' 
an� ( 6 )  use of too .much or too little insecticide in the· control of 
flies and . other insect pests posed problems of high bacterial counts 
and/or ccntamination o The basis for identification of the foregoing 
proble�s · was mainly that of observation of county Extension staff 
members o Judging by .the lack of available literature, further : 
research needed to be done in selected counties to try to ascertain . 
which recommended production and management practices manufacturing 
milk producers were using and why they we�e and were not using them . 
Based on suqh knowledge, educational plans . can be developed for use in 
te�ching dairymen to do a better j ob in the. management of their 
herds in . order to. receive increased net returns per cow and per 
herd , ( 4 : 10 ) • 
It is anticipated that further Extens ion plans in the country 
will include coordination of promising ways . identified - by this · study 
for increas ing Macon County milk production to a more profitable 
level with emphasis on increased net returns for the manufacturing 
milt producers . 
II o THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY · 
This · specific study, then , was guided by the following purpose :  
to - determine the characteristics ·of Macon County dairymen, and their . 
farms, whose herds produced in h igh, midcne, and low thir�s in 
terms of average pounds of butterfat -per cow in . 1965. 
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III o REYIEW .OF LITERATURE 
Very limited information was .available on the characteri�tics 
of manufacturing milk producers in Tennessee and their farms. 
Based o� data from a survey. of 25 Tennessee plants purchasing 
manufacturing milk in . 1961 , Chappell ( T:l ) noted that producers : 
shifting to el�vated stalls from stables or no milking facilities • 
increased milk production per cow an average of 12 . 2  percent by the 
end of the second yea! . 
Also·, the addition of silage to dairy ra�ions was shown to 
increase milk production an average of . 14. 5 .percent over no silage . 
( Less than 2 · percent of the herds having fewer than 1O . cows were 
being fed silage. ) 
Ellmore ( 12 :3 ) report·ed on a. Virginia survey conducted in 
1960 . The 7 ,225 farms represented.69 percent of , the producers of 
manufacturing milk in the state . The total ·number of farms reporting 
milk·cows decreased 40 percent from 1954 to 1960. The survey showed , 
the average milk pr0ducer to be 50 years old � to have completed · 
eight years .of schooling , and to be milking seven cows with an 
average production per c9w of . 5,7OO pounds annua+ly . Approximately 
one-fifth of ,the producers . used. milking machines , one-third used 
electric milk coolers and one out of seven . used silos . · Beef bulls 
were U$ed· for breeding 63 percent of the , cows � 
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A 1964 .study of 20 Grade . A dairymen in Anderson C<;>unty., Tennessee 
by O'Neal ( 14:'25 ) re�ealed that · levels of milk production �ere 
related to the quality of . the feed used and the management ability of , 
the pr0duc;:er o 
Dealing specifically with m�nufacturing milk :productic;m , 
CaJ..dwell (6 : 65 ). found , based .on a 1964- survey. of 75  dairymen in Henry . 
C0unty , that they : 
l o  Av�rag�d ·50 . years of age , those . in the high butterfat pro­
duction being slightly older than those . in the low production third . 
2 .  Av�raged slightly over eight and one-half years formal 
education .  
3 o  Were gen�rally known by the County Agent , more high than 
low being known . 
4 �  Had a receptive attitude toward . the survey in all production 
groups . 
5 .. .  Had an average family gross income of $4 , 945 , high pro- . 
ducers averaging o�er $1 , 00� the , income reported by the low . 
6 .  Produced an average of  243 p0unds of  butterfat .and 5 , 5 43 
pound.s of .milk -per cow , high producers . having ne arly twice the 
production recor4ed for the low . 
7 . . Received the major share of their income from dairying . 
8. Oper�ted farms averaging 142 acres. in size , high .producers 
having larger farms than the low :producers .  
9 .  Milked ten cows., high producers milking an average of nine 
and low t�n . 
10 . Had an average of. abou-� 4 registe.red .cows . per herd . 
11 .· Generally produced most of their replacement he�fers . 
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Caldwell felt that educational ·programs pl�ned to .meet the 
needs of Henry County . dairymen should consider the wide ranges 
f�.und - in educational level, the need for motivation and attitude 
changes, radical age . diffe,rence and extreme . diff�rence s  in facilities 
used by these . dairymen . The similarities between the Caldwell 
study and the. present . one will become obvious, though differences 
between. ch�acteristics of Henry County and . Macon County manufacturing 
milk producers might -be expected . 
IV . METHODS 
For the purpose of this study the total population of 600 . 
producers. were randomly sampled, and 60 producers (10 percent) 
were selected for interview o . The manuractiµ-ing milk producers 
were divided into three -groups, 20 each according to the butterfat 
production per cow ·in _1965 . Table I shows , the groups and the 
actual range ·of butterfat production for each group . 
A copy of the survey schedule form . is included in the 
Appendix . It wa� made up of 45 questions to be completed by 
persenal interview . The average time spent with .each respondept 
was approximate+y 45 minutes, eight surveys being the largest 
number completed in any one day . The local . buyer of manufacturing 
milk (Kraft Milk Company) furnished.the necessary . information con­
cerning pounds of milk sold, price, and butterfat . 
After the survey was completed, the interv:iewer answered eight 
judgment qu�sti9ns concerning the respondent o The questions related 
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TABLE I 
NUMBERS OF , MACON COUN_TY MANUFA_CTURING _MILK PRODUCERS IN THE 
BUTTERFAT PRODUCTION GROUPS ACCORDING TO RANGES IN 
BUTTERFAT PRODUCTION PER COW BASED ON 
1965 FIGURES 
8 
Range of . Butterfat 
Average Per Cow . Number of Production Per Cow 
Butterfat Production Producers Within Groups 
Group Interviewed. ( Pounds ) 
Low 20 24 lb . - 78 lb. 
Medium 20 104 lb. - l-59 lb. 
High · 20 163 lb .· - 364 lb. 
Total 60 24 lb . - 364 lb . 
to the respondent's interest , attitude, rating with regard to the value 





I .  DEGREE TO WHICH INTERVIEWER KNEW MANUFACTURING MILK ;PRODUCERS 
The interviewer was •acquainted .with ·more than three-fourths 
( 87 . percent ) of the - producers and knew them either very well or fairly 
well as . shown in Table .II . 
Thirteen pe rcent (8 .producers ) were not very well known . 
II . RESPONDENT ' S ATTITUDE-TOW.ARD THE · SURVEY 
Table III shows . that ,the interviewer was we1i received by 96 
per�ent of the producers . Two percent were considered indifferent 
and two antagonisti_c ;  however ,  all cooperate� by answei-:ing the 
q�estions . It· w�s ne�essary tq make . it clear : to some of the producers . 
that . the in_formation would be kept confidential . The same relat ively 
friendly attitude was refle�ted about equally by producers in the .high ; 
medium , and low productfon groups . 
III . EDUCATIONAL LEVELS 
Table IV indicates that . the educational level seemed to have 
some · effect on the placings in the produ�tion group . The average 
grade level for the entire group was- 7 .  53 years . More than three-fGurths 
( 78. percent ) had fewer than 9 year� of scho0,+ing .. Whe� high and . low 




DEGREE TO WHICH· INTERVIEWER KNEW ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Degree to . Which All ·Dairymen High . Medium Low 
Interviewei::- Knew Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Respondent No . % No . % · No . % No . % 
Very Well 16 27 11 55 4 20 1 5 
Fairly Well 36 60 6 30 14 70 16 80 
Not Very Well 8 13 3 15 2 10 3 15 
Not at All 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tota� 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percent� are rounded to nearest whole number o 
TA�LE nI 
INTERVIEWER'S ESTIMATE OF lliE ATTITUDES OF ALL MACON COUNTY 
MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS :TOWARD THE SURVEY BY NUMBERS 
AND _PERCENTS* 
Attitud� All Dairymen High Medium 
12 
Low 
Toward the Interviewed Producers .,Producers Producers 
Su:r;vey . No . % No . % 
�-'"' 
. % ?io . % 
Friendly 50 83 18 90 15 75 17 85 
Somewhat Friendly 8 13 2 10 4 20 2 10 
Indi.fferent 1 2 0 0 l 5 0 0 
Antagonistic 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents  are rounded. to the nearest whole number o 
TABLE IV 
EDUCATIONAL -LEVELS OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS, fl.NP AVERAGE .EDUCATIONAL GRADE LEVELS* 
All · Dairymen High : Medium Low 
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Educational Interviewed Producers Producers Produc_ers 
Grade Level · No .. % No . % No o % No. % 
1-4 (elementary) 8 , 13 0 0 4 20 4 20 
5-7 17 28 6 30 3 15 8 40 
8 22 37 10 50 6 30 6 30 
9-11 5 8 1 5 3 . 15 1 5 · 
12 · 7 12 2 10 4 20 1 5 
l-3 (college) 1 2 l 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Educational 
Level 7. 53 8. 10 7 . 85 6. 65 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
and 90 percent of the latter had · few�r than 9 years . The average. 
grade level for the high producers was , 8. 10 years compared to 6 . 65 
for the low producers . 
IV . AGE GROUPS 
Table V shows only one year d�fference in ages of the high ·and 
low groups ( 52 . 5 and . 51. 5 respectively ) .  The medium producers ' 
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average age was 5LO . · Therefore, it would seem that age did not appear 
to ,be a characteristic distinguishing between high, medium, and low 
production ·groups . 
V .  GROSS , FAMILY INCOME . 
Gross family income ave:raged $6, 348. 80 -for the ,43 producers 
who · answered thip quest ion as shown in Table VI o· High producers 
averaged $7 ,'428. 60, while low producers who answered averaged $5,400 . 00 .  
Fifty-eight percent of . all those interviewed reported gross 
family income of $4,000 or more, more h�gh producers ( 65 percent ) 
being included in this  grouping than low ( 40 percent ) .  Thus , there 
seems to be a relation between production and · gross family income. 
VI. S�AGES IN THE ADOPTION PROCESS 
Following each interview, the respondent was ,rated by the 
interviewer with respect to his adoption of recommended dairy manage­
ment -practices in general � Table VII discloses that - the high pro­
duce·rs were all · scored sooner than the average or ·above; whe-reas 
TABLE V 
AGE · GROUPS . QF AL� MACON COUNTY · MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH ; MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE AGES* 
All Dairymen High Medium 
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Low 
Age · · · Interviewed · Producers Producers Producers 
Cat�gory No . % No o % No . % No . - % 
25 - 34 2 3 0 0 1 5 1 5 
35 - 44 11 18 2 10 4 20 5 25 
45 · - 54 26 43 12 60 8 40 6 30 
55 - 64 . 17 29 5 25 6 30 6 30 
65 0r more 4 7 1 5 1 5 2 . 10 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Computed 
Average Age 51 . 7 Years · 52 . 5  Years 5l o 0  Years . 51 . 5  Years 
*Percents · are rounded _to the nearest whole number . 
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TABLE VI 
TOTAL 1965  FAMILY - ( GROSS ) INCOME OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING . 
MILK PRODUCERS INT�RVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS :AND PERCENTS , AND 
AVERAGE INCOMES* 
Total Gross All Dairymen High Medium • 
Family In<?ome . Interviewed Produc�rs: Pr·oducers 
_Catego� No . ; % No . % No a % 
Not : answered 17 28 6 30 6 30 
$0-1 ,99� 1 2 1 . 5 0 0 
2 ,000-3 ,999 7 12 0 0 1 5 
4 ,000-5 ,999 14 23 3 15 6 30 
6 ,000-7 ,999 8 13 3 15  4 20 
8 ,000-9 ,999 9 15 5 25 3 15 
10 ,000-11 ,999 4 7 2 10 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 
Computed Aver�ge for 
Those Report·ing $6 ,348 . 80 $7 ,428 . 60 $6 ,285. 70 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest who+e number .. 
Low 
Producers 






1 , 5 
2 10 
20 100 
$5 ,400. 00 
TABLE VII 
INTERVIEWER ! S  OPINION OF , STAGES OF , THE ADOPTION .PROCESS REPRESENTED 
BY ALL MACON CO�Y · PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, · HIGH-, MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS , I� TERMS OF NEW -RECOMMENDED DAIRY MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICES, BY _NUMBERS AND 'PERCENTS 
Stage _in Adoption All Dairymen High Medi-µ.rn Low 
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of.New - Dairy Man- Interviewed , Pro.due e_rs Producers Producers 
agement Practices No � % ' No. % No . % No . % 
Among th_e f�rst few 2 3 . 2 10 0 0 0 0 
Soon a�er ; first few 14 23 .. 7 35 6 30 1 5 
Sooner than -average 36 60 11 55 11 · 55 14 70 , 
A little later than 
most 7 12 0 0 3 15 4 20, 
Among th� last few - 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents · are rot1I1,ded , ,to nearest whole number . 
only . three-fourths of the low producers scored that high o 
VIIo SEX GROUPS · 
On:i,.y - on� of tbe respondents was , .a female and hao. sole responsi­
bility _ for the management of the dairy herd, and she was in the high 
production group . 
In eight of ·the interviews, both husband and wife participated 
in answering the i questions. · 
VIII . - INTEREST- IN DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT IMPROVE:MENT 
18 . 
Table -VIII shows the , rating given by the - inte�viewer with :regard 
to :the producer" s int�rest .in impro"?'ing his level . of dairy herd manage­
ment . These ratings were given . numerical numbers with those receiving 
a "Not inter�st·ed" rated zero ( 0) and the rating of "Indifferent, '·' 
"Somewhat ' interested'� and . "Very interested" receiving ratings . of 1, 
2 and . 3 respectively � 
The high producers •. ( l .  75 points) , and the. low (1 .- 45 points ,) 
producers were both between "Somewhat" - and "Very interested o "  
lX , MAJOR OCCUPATIONS 
Eighty-eight percent - of ,the prod�cers wer� classed full-time 
farmers . (Table IX ). One high producer, four medium and one low 
produc�r received income from sources · off the , farm . 
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TABLE VIII · 
INTERVIEWER 'S  OPINION OF THE INTEREST OF ALL MACO� COUNTY , MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVI�WED , HIGH, MEDIUM AND· LOW PRODUCERS, _ IN 
IMPROVING THEIR ·, LEVELS OF DAIRY. HERD MANAGEMENT BY 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS,* AND AVERAGE INTEREST 
Degree · of Interest 
i� Improvipg ·Dairy 
Man:ag�ment Level· 
Not Interested 
( 0  point ) 
Indifferent 
(1 point ) 
Somewhat Interested 
·(2 points ) · 
Very Interested •, 





No q · : % 
High 
Producers 





























11 3 · 
100 20 100 20 
15 1 
100 · 20 
5 
100 
1 . 57 
points 
1. 75  
points : 




*Percents are . rounded to nearest whole number . 
TABLE IX 
MAJOR OCCUPATIONS OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEQIUM AND· LQ:W ·PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS* 
All ·Dairymen · High · Medium Low 
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Major Occupation Interviewed • Producers Producers Producers 
Noo , % No . % Noo % No. % 
Not Answered l · 2 0 . 0 0 0 1 5 
Fu.1+-time Farmer 53 88 . 19 95 16 80 18 · 90 
Part-time Farmer 5 8 0 0 4 20 1 5 
Housewife or Widow 1 2 ,. 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 · 100 
*Percents are rounded.to the nearest whole number 
X .  MAJOR . FARM ENTERPRISES 
Dairying was reportedly the major farm enterprise on 50 percent 
of , the farms ,in the study (see Table X) . More of the high produ<;!ers 
. 
. 
(60 percent) than . the medium ( 40 ,percent ) or the low (50 percent ) 
received most· of their income . from the dairying enterprise o 
"Tobacco" was the second most · frequently mentioned maj or farm 
enterprise , 40 percent of , the dairymen ( 35 percent of the high and . 
45 percent for _ the medium and low ) rep0rting . Six percent of all 
dairymen listed themselves as nonfarmers, more medium producers 
( 10 percent ) than : high : ( 0 - percent ) or low ( 5  percent ) falling in , 
th�s · category . The -nonfarming low prod.uc-er was a wage earner ; while 
one of ,the m�dium producers in the same category was a trucker and the 
other a surveyor . 
XI . · TOTAL - FARM ACREAGE 
Table :XI shows· the wide range in farII). acreages . They ra�ged 
from . 40 -to 475 acres .,per farm. The hi gh producers , with an average 
of . 179 acres , had : _28 total fa_rm acres .more than . the· low group ( 151 
acres ) .  The medium group.was even - lower with ·142· acres . The average 
of 157 acres. for all manufacturing milk prod�cerf;! was .,_63  acres more 
than the county : average of 94 acres ( 5 : 263 ) . This suggests that the 
dairymen · we�e above the CO\l.Ilty .average , ,then , in at least that : 
(average ) measure · of farm . size . 
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TABLE X 
MAJOR FARM ENTERPRIS�S OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED ,· HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
All ·Dairymen - . High · Medium · Low 
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Major Farm Interviewed Producers Producers Proq.ucers 
Enterprise No . · % No t · · % No Q % No . % 
Dairy , 30 .  50 12 60 8 40 10 50 
Tobacco 25 40 7 35 9 45 9 45· 
Tobacco & Livestock 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Tobacco· & Field Crops 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Nonfarm 3 6 () 0 2 10 1 5 
Tot,al 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents  are rounded · to the n�arest whole - number o 
TABLE XI 
TOTAL ·F� ACREAGES OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK-PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND -
PERCENTS, AND ·AVERAGE FARM ACRES* 
Total ;Farm .. All · Dai:rymen · High · Medium , Low 
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Acre�ge Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Interval No . :. % No . % Noo % Noo. % 
40-99 18 .· 30 5 25 9 45 4 20 
100-149 17 28 6 30 4 20 7 35 
150-199 9 15 3 15 2 10 4 20 
200-249 9 15 2 10 3 15 4 20 
300-349 4 7 2 10 2 10 0 0 
450-499 · 3 5 2 10 0 0 1 5 
Total - 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average .Acres in 
. Farm 157 179 142 151 
*Percents : and averages are rounded to nearest whole number . 
XII • .  TOTAL CROPLAND ACREAGE . 
Si xty per cent . o f -the farnµ3 had cropland acre ages of le ss  than 
10.0 acres ( Table . XII ).� The hi gh produce rs ' farms .had an ave rage of 
119 acres c o�are d to . . 8? acre s for the . me dium produce rs and · 87 acres 
for the low produ�e rs � 
Si ze .: o'f Herd . · 
XII L COWS MILKED . 
Table· XIII in di c�tes that _ tne av.er age s i ze herd for the . entire 
group waij 14 � The _actual range · was from 4 through 34 head . of cows . 
�t . is  inter�sting -t o note . that . the hi gh produce rs milke d an average 
of 14 . 7,  cows. ,  compare d to 14 . 3  for t}J.e low and . 13 . 2  for the me dium. 
Registered Cows 
As seen , in · Table XIV , li ttl� . di ff�ren ce was note d in the number 
of producers . in th,e hi gh ( '7) �  me �i um - ( 8 )  �-d low ( 8 )  groups m:Llking 
re giste.re d .  cows q Si xty-two percent of the produce rs reported no 
re gi9tere d  cows mi.1.ke d at a.11:- . 
The ·average number of re gistere d  cows milke d by tqo se , reporting 
was - � o 9 , _with the h:i, gh producers ave raging 3 .  3 cows , compare d to 
2 o. � cows for the low . 
Bree d of Cows 
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Table . XV  shows tqe br�eds . o f  · re gistere d  cows .. and their di str,i­
bution t.hroughout - the t�ree produc;:tion groups . Fi fteen producers had 
some re gist�re<;l GuerJ1seys , t�is  b�ing the pre dominant re gistere d breed�  
Total 
TABLE XII -
TOTAL CROPLAND ACREAGES OF ALL MACO� COUNTY MANUF'ACTURING MILK . 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED , HIGH_, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , AND- AV,ERAGE · ACRES* 
Cropland All- Dairymen High · Medium Low 
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Acreage Inte:r-viewed Producers Producers Producers · 
Inte:?;"yal No o % No o % No o % No o % 
0-49 · 10 17 3 15 4 - 20 3 15 
50-99 26 43 7 35 9 45 10 50 
100-149 16 26 6 30 5 25 5 25 
150-199 6 10 2 10 2 10 2 10 
300-349 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
400-450 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Total . 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Acres 
in Cropla�d ' · 96 119 82 87 
*Percent � and . averages . are rounded · to , _the nearest whole number.o 
TABLE XIII 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF COWS MILKED .BY ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING 
MILK PROPUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS - BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS ,* AND 
AVERAGE HERD SIZE 
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Herd Size All Dairymen · High Medi:um Low 
Interval in In�erviewe9- Proq.ucers Producers Producers 
Number of Cows - No , % No . % No. % No . % · 
0-8 13 22 4 20 6 30 3 15 
9-16 26 43 6 30 9 45 11 55 
17-24 17 28 9 45 3 15 5 25 
25-40 4 7 1 5 2 10 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 · 100 20 100 20 100 
Average ·Herd Size · 14 . 1  co�s 14 . 7  cows 13 0 2  cows 14 . 3  cows 
*Percents _are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XIV 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF· REGISTERED , COWS MILKED BY ALL :MACON COUNTY· MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEPIUM AND . LOW PRODUCERS BY 









Actual Average Number 
for '.Those Reporting 






No . % 
Low 
Producers 































3 �· 3 cows 3 . 2  COWS 2 . 4  cows · 
*Percents are ro�nded to the ne�rest whole number o 
TABLE XV -. 
BREEDS OF · REGISTERED COWS MILKED - BY AL� MACON COUNTY . MANUFACTURING 
MILK PROPUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS BY ·NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Breed of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Registered Interviewed , Producers Proq.ucers Producers 
G0ws · No o % No a % No a % No a % .  
Had no registered cows 37 61 13 65 12 60 12 60 
Brown . Swiss 2 · 3 0 0 0 0 2 10 
Guernsey 15 25 6 30 6 30 3 15 
Holstein 1 2 O · 0 l · 5 O · 0 
Jersey 2 · 3 l · 5 0 0 l ·  5 
Ayrshire, Brown Sviss 
and Holstein 1 2 O · 0 1 . 5 o . 0 
Guernsey and Holstein 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Gu�rnsey an<;i Jer$1ey 1 2 0 - 0 0 0 l · 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to ·nearest - whole number o 
A study of the maj or breeds of grade cows . milked showed that · 
about. 90 · percent of the producers having grade cows h�d two or more 
major breeds ; c�osses · or . combinations q Eight producers , 3 high , 
3 medium and 2 . low, reportedly ha� no grade cows o There seemed to 
be . little relationship be�ween breed and . pro�uction o 
XIV o HEIFERS KEPT 
Replacement 
Refe.rence to Tables XVI and XVII shows that 60 percent of -
the producers had replacement ·he:i,fers over one. year of age , · and 50 
percent ha� replacements under one yea� old . While 70 percent of 
the - high producers kept some hei fer one year or older , only 50 percent 
of the 1 low producers kept some . Average ,. number kept · were two for - all 
inter"'{iewers, three, - each f�r hi� and medium and only one for . low 
producers o While · 65 percent of the 1high ,producers kept some replace� 
ments · under one year , only 25 percent of the low kept any --the , former 
averaging two heifers kept, and the . low averaging one o High producers 
who kept heifers had a total . of 5 replacement heifers of all ages per 
her�, while the low averaged 3 o  
Registered Heife�s 
Fifteen producers each were keeping registered heifers one. year 
and over and registered heifers under one year of age : for herd 
replacements o Tables XVIII and · XIX show that an average · of eight 
heifers was kept by those reporting registered heifers . Six producers 
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TABLE XVI 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS ONE YEAR OR OLDER . KEPT BY ALL MACON COUNTY 
MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS · IN�ERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND 
LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS � -PERCENTS , 
AND · AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Num�er of All Dairymen High · Medium Low 
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Heifers Interview�d Producers Producers . Producers 
Kept No � % No . % No . % No . % 
0 24 40 6 , 30 8 40 10 50 
1-5 28 47 12 60 8 40 8 40 
6-10 6 10 2 10 2 10 2 10 
ll-15 2 3 0 0 2 10 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Actual Average Number 
Kept ··fo� Thos_e Keep-
ing Heifers 2 3 3 2 
*Per.cents ·anq. averages are rounded to the - nearest whole number Q 
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TABLE XVII 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS - UNDER ONE YEAR - OF AGE KEPT BY ALL MACON COUNTY · 
MANUFACTURING . MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED , HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS BY NUMJ?ERS AND PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number , of All Dairymen High · Medium Low 
Heifers Interyiewed Producers Producer$ Producer_s 
Kept No o · ·  % No . % No . % No. % 
0 30 50 7 35 8 40 15 75 
1-5 22 36 10 50 8 40 4 20 
6-10 7 12 2 10 4 · 20 1 5 
11-15 · 1 2 l · 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 . 
Actual · Av�rage Num1?er 
Kept f(;)r Those Keep-
ing Heifel'.'s 2 2 2 1 
*Percents and averages are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
TABLE XVIII · 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGISTERED HEIFERS ONE . YEAR OR OLDER KEPT BY ALL ­
MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number of All ·Dairymen High . Medium Low 
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Heifers Interviewed Proo.ucers Producers Producers 
Kept No o % No o % No o % No . · % 
0 45  75 14 70 14 · 70 17 85 
1-5 13 22 6 30 4 20 3 15 
6-10 .. 2 3 0 0 2 10 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Number Kept 
by Tnose Reported 4 3 5 3· 
*Percents and . averages , are rounded to the nearest whole - m�mber. q 
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TABLE· XIX 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGISTERED · HEIFERS UNDER · ONE YEAR OF AGE KEPT BY ALL 
MACON COUNTY · MANUFACTURING· MILK· PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS , AND .AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number of All Dairymen . High Medium Low 
Heifers Interyie�ed Producers Producers Producers 
Kept No . % No Q % No o % No . % 
0 45 · 75  14  70 · 14 70 . 17 85 
1-5' ll 18 5 2 5 4 20 2 10 
6-10 4 7 1 5 2 10 1 . 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Number Kept 
by Thos __e Reporting 4 . 4 5 5 
*Percents . are rounded to , the nearest · whole number . 
from each · of the high :and· medium groups and three from the low groups 
kept registered heifers o Several .producers indicated they had heifers 
that ;Were from .a purebred sire and . _dam , but felt that they would . not 
benefit materially by . registe,ring themo 
Breed of Heifers 
Data . in Table XX indicate that 17 producers.reported : raising 
registered heifers o Six of these were in the : high ·group , seven in 
the - medium and four in the low group o Six of the high group , 3 of 
the m�dium and . 2 of the low wer� keeping .registered Guernsey s o . Two 
of the medium producers were keeping ·Ho�steins ; whi�e two in the low 
group were keeping Brown Swis s o  
Of the· grade heifers kept , 75 perc�nt of the - producers were 
keeping heifers so mixed that ·a predominan.,t breed could not be 
identif�ed o . Of ·the. remainder , the largest percent (15 )  were predom­
inantly •Gu�rnsey . S�veral producers said they planned to save · their 
best cros ses with -either ,- Angu� or Hereford and later - go to beef herds . 
XV .  BULLS KEPT 
Table XXI shows that 90 . percent of the producers kept no dairy , 
bulls . Five 'producers , - 1 in the high, 3 . in the, medium, . and 2. in the 
low group were keeping dairy bulls for a total of seven bulls . Four 
producers, 3 medium and 1 low,. kept a - registered dairy bull--one 
each of : the farmers having a Guernsey, Brown Swi ss and Holstein, 
and the latter having Brown . Swiss . 
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TABLE XX 
BREEDS OF REGISTERED REPLACEMENT HEIFERS OF ALL · AGES KEPT BY ALL 
MACON COUNTY ·MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS INTE RVIEWED , 
HIGI:I, MEDIUM AND LOW · PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS 
AND PE RCENTS* . 
Breed of · Ail Dairymen · High Medium Low 
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Registered Interviewed Proq.ucers Producers Producers 
Heifers No • . % No o % No • . % No . · % 
Not Answered , 43 72 14 70 13 65 16 Bo 
Brown Svli s s · 2 3 0 0 0 o · 2 10 
Guernsey 11 18 6 30 3 15 2 :  10 
Holstein 2 3 0 0 2 10 O · 0 
Jers·ey 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Ayrshire and . Brown 
Swiss 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are . rounded to the nearest whole number . 
TABLE XXI 
TOTAL NUMBERS · OF DAIRJ BULLS KEPT B� ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND· LO:W PRODUCERS BY 
NUM�ERS ·.AND PERCEN,TS ·, AND AVERAGE · NUMBERS* 
Number . of All Dairymt;n High · Medium Low 
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Bulls· Interviewed Producer_s Producers Producers 
Kept No o : % No . % No . % No . : % 
0 5 4  90 19 95  17 85 18 90 
1 5 8 1 5 3 15 1 5 · 
2 1 2 0 0 0 0 l · 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Number Kept . 12 . 05 . 15 . 15 
*Percents . are rounde� to the nearest · wh0le number . 
A large n�ber , had be_en m;dng beef bulls because they : wanted 
to save . cross-bred dairy-beef, heif�rs o Al&o 9 they felt that they 
c0uld ' sell veal calves for more than the ,milk was bringing o 
XVI o RATIN G OF HERD 
Tables XXII and XXIII show · the ratings.of the dairy herd as 
adj udged ._by th� producer. and .the interviewer , respectively a 
Sev�nty percent of ,the high producers rated the value and 
condition of their. herds as "Good 9 " 0nly 2 high producers , gave. their 
he·rc\is a r�t:ing of "Excellent ,"  arl;d 4 rated .thei:i;- herds as "Fair o "  
Nearly, all .prod�cers. wou+d first say."A1?out average a "  Then , in the 
final . analysis, were about equally · di".7'ided betw.een "Good" and "Fair �" . 
as indicated by the ; average score of 1 o 7 a High produce.rs , on the 
average , rated their· herds slightly , higher ( l o9 points ) than the 
low ( lo 6  points ) .  
Table : XXIII shows that the interviewer.knew - 68 percent of the 
herds well enough . to r�te them o Eighty-five percent of : the he�ds in 
the high production group were. known well enough to rate ; whi:le 60 
percent were known in . the medium and.low groups . 
The average : rating for the : high ;group was . L 8 points , ·nearly 
" Good ," aI'l;d · for the ,low 1 o 3 points , slight-ly_ above "Fair o "  
The .interviewer tendeo. to rate all herds rated slightly . lowe:i;­




RATINGS MADE BY -ALL MACON .COUNTY ·MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED , . 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS CONCERNING .THE VALUE OF THEIR . .  
DAIRY · HERDS IN · NUMBERS AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE VALUES* 
Ratings Dairymen · ·  All Dairymen , High · Medium · Low 
Gave Their Own Interviewed Producers Producers Prociucers 
Herds No o % Noo % No . ·  % No . % 
Poor 
( o  point ) 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Fair 
( 1  point) 18 30 4 20 5 25 9 45 
G0od 
( 2  poi�ts) 37 61 14 70 12 60 11 55 
Excellent 
( 3 - points) 4 7 2 10 2 10 0 0 
Total 60· 100 20 100 20 100 20 · 100 
Av:erage .Value L 7 . L 9 L 8  1 . 6  
*Percents ·  are rounded· to nearest whole number o 
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TABLE. XXIII 
INTERVIEWER 'S  RATINGS - OF DAIRY HERD VALUES OF ALL MACON COUNTY 
MANFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS : INTER:VIEWED, HIGH , MEDIUM AND 
LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS ; 
A� · AVERAGE. VALUES* 
Ratings Interviewers All · Dairymen High Medium • 
Gave Herd Values of Interviewed Producers Produ,�ers 
Interviewees No o % No o % No a · % 
Not ·Known Well Enough 
to Rate . 19 32 3 15 8 40 
Poor 
( 0  point } 3 5 0 0 1 5 
Fair . 
(1  point) . 13 22 4 20 4 20 
G0od 
( 2  points) 25 41 13 65 7 35 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 
Average . Value for 
Those Rated L5 l o.8 .  L5 
*Percents · are rou.ndeo. to nearest whole numbe:r " 
Low 
Producers 
No o % 
8 40 
2 · 10 
5 25 
5 25 · 
20 100 
1 . 3  
XVII o TYPE OF MILKING FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT . 
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Table XXIV shows that ·60 . percent of the manufacturing milk 
producers were using e�evated stalls. , 22 percent were milking i,fi hallway, 
15 percent were using stan�hion-type , facilities , and . 3 percent were 
milking iij stables o Sixty-f�ve percent ·of ,the high producers were 
using elevated sta�ls·, 20 percent. wer� using stanchions � 10 percent · 
milking in the hallway and.5 percent milking in stables o The· largest 
percent (55) of the low producers also used elevated stalls ; while · 
others used hallways (30 perc�nt) and stanchions ( 15 percent) in -that 
order o 
The survey showed that all the producer.s ,  excepting one (a low 
producer) who . was changing aver to Grade A ,  were selling milk in .cans . 
The producer . mentioned above had a 350 gallon tank . 
Only one producer . was using a pipeline system, whicl;i. had been 
installed in preparation for selling Grade A milk o · None of the 
producerq had ,�eighing devices o 
XVIIL STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR SILAGE 
Table XXV shows that 81 percent of the producers , did not have · 
a silo o Ten producers had a trench silo and one producer. had an upright . 
All eleven producers were using their silos . 
Four of . the producers , had silage storage capac:Lty in the ' interval 
of from two t� three hundred tons, ·se�en ranged between . one and two 
hund.red -tons o Of those using silage, 5 producers were in the high · 
producers group, 2 in the_ medium and 4. in the low ,prod�cers group . 
TABLE XXIV 
TYPE OF MIL�ING FACILITIES ·USED·BY ALL MACON COUNTY -MANUFACTURING 
MILK- PRODUCERS · .INTERVIEWED , HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
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Type · or All Dairymen Hig� Medium Low 
Milking Interviewed Producers Producers Producerf;! . 
Facility No 9 % No a % No . % No . % 
,I 
Elevated Stall 36 60 13 65 12 60 11 5 5  
Hallway · 13 22 2 10 5 25 6 30 
Stanc}:lion 9 15 4 20 2 10 3 15 
Stables 2 3 1 5 1 5 0 0 
T0tal 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 . 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number � 
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TABLE 'XXV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MACO� COUNTY MANUFA_GTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED t HIGH, MEDIUM AND· LOW PRODUCERS HAVING 
DIFFERENT, KINDS OF SILOS* 
All _Dairymen , High · Medium . LGW 
Type of Interviewed Prociu�ers Producers Proq.uce:r;-s · 
Silo No a % No a % No o % No. % 
Not : Answered . 49 81 15 75 18 90 16 80 . 
Upright 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Trench 10 17 5 2 5 1 5 4 20 
Total · 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents a�e rounded to the nearest whole number " 
XIX a SOURCE OF WATER 
The - different methods of provio.ing water for ,cows . is shown 
in Table XXVI o It is interesting to not� that 90 - percent of . the 
producers had ponds a More than three-fourths ( 80 percent) had 
streams , and · 22 percent had water outside the barn o 
While 20 percent of the high producer.s provided water in the . 
barn , only 5 percent of the low producers made this - provision • . Als-o , 
the 1production group having the . largest number of sources of water 
was '1 the ht_gh . 
XX •. AMOUNT OF LOAFING BARN AREA 
Sixty-eight percent of the producers were u� ;ng less than .s o · 
square :feet per cow of loafing area, as seen in Table XXVII , 65 per­
cent· .of those in the high, . 70 percent of those in th� medium and 
70 percent 0f those in the low producing group had less t�an 50 square 
f�et o Nine�een producer� had : more than . the recommended 50 square 
feet per cow . and s�ven -of these were· in the - high ·group o This ·is one 
area where most producers felt they needed to improve as they were 
in alrriost all cases :feeding hay in the loafing area . Little relation 
was see� between producti9n and the amou�t of loafing barn area . 
XXI . PERSON DOING THE MILKING 
Table XXVIII shows that '. 54 of the producers . did tneir own 




NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF �L MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS. ACCORDING 
TO DIFF�ENT .SOURCES · OF WATER* 
Different All Dairymen High Medium Low · 
Sources of Inte·rviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Water** No q % No o % ' No o % ' No. % ' 
Pond 54 90 18 90 19 95 17 85 
Stream 48 80 18 90 15 · 75 15 _, 75 
Water Outside ·Barn . 13 22 4 20 4 20 5 25 
Water in -. Barn . 8 13 · 4 20 3 15 l · 5 
Average Number '.of 
Sources 2. 1 2 . 2  2 ol L 9 
*Percents are- rounded to the ·nearest whole number . 
**Numbers and percents will not : add up t0 the total of 60 dairy­
men interviewed .. or to . 100 percent, since many . dairymen . had more· than 
one source I of water • . 
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TABLE XXVII 
NUMBERS AND . PERCENTS - OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MIL� .PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND ·LOW PRODUCERS HAVING DIFFERENT 
AMOUNTS OF LOAFING BARN AREA PER COW* 
Loafing Barn All · Dairymen High · Medium Low 
Area Per Cow Interviewed Proq.ucers Producers Producers 
( Square ' Feet ) No o % · No o % No . · % No o . . % 
Under 30 8 13 2 10 2 10 4 20 
30-39 15 25 6 30 4 20 5 25 
40-49 18 30 5 25  8 40 5 25  
50-59 13 22 6 30 3 15 4 20 
60-69 2 3 1 5 0 0 1 5 
70 or more 1 2 0 0 1 . 5 Q . 0 
Box ( free ) stall.s 3 5 0 0 2 10 1 5 
Total , 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounde4 to nearest whole· number .• 
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TABLE XXVIII 
NUMBERS A�D PERCENTS OF ALL·MACON COUNTY ·MANUFACTURING MILK P�ODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PROpUCERS ACCORDING 
T0. PERSON DOING THE MILKING* 
Person .A.11 Dairymen ,. High · Medium Low 
Doing Interviewed Producers Producers Producer.s 
Milking Noo . % Noo · ·  % No . % Noo % 
Owner . 54 90 . 17 85 18 90 19 95 
Tenant : or .Renter 5 8 2 10 2 10 1 5 
OwneJ;" and . Renter 1 2 . 1 · 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents . are r0und�d to . nearest whole number . 
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the high, · two in the medium and one in the low group . In one instance 
( a . high .producing herd ), the owner and - renter did the milking together . 
A very slight tendency is noted . for high production to be as sociated 
with someone other .than the· owner being involved in the milking operation . 
XXII. BUTTERFAT· PRODUCTION 
Table XXIX shows that the herds were selling on - the · average 
207 pounds of butterfat per cow . The low producers were selling an 
average . of ·only -.61 _. pounds ; which .would not . seem to be a very profitable 
milk operation . Medium pr0ducers averaged 120 pounds ; while high · 
producers averaged 243 pounds o Breaks between the production groups 
are . so evident. because ; average pounds of butterfat was the basis for · 
dividi�g dairymen into the three groups . 
XXIII . MILK PRODUCTION 
The average milk production per -. cow is shown in Table XXX .  
The average produc;tion for the 60 herds ·in 1965 was 3 , 386 pounds per 
cow.  High producers average d 5 , 302 p0unds of  milk per cow ,  medium 
3 ,162 pounds and low 1,696 pounds . per c0w . 
Even high producers � production was · considerably be�ow the 
national -average of 8,080 (18 : 1 ) . The low producers ' poor showing 
indicates the likelihood that : a large number : were producing one or 
more veal calves . per cc;,w to ._ reach a bre?,l{-even . point in their operation . 
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TABLE :XXIX 
NUMBERS AND ·PERCENTS · OF ALL . MACON GOUNTY MAlilJFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS .. 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE BUTTERFAT . 
PRODUCTION CA'J;:1EGORIES FOR 1965 , AND TOTAL ,AVERAGES -
Average Butterfat All 'Da�rymen High · Medium · Low 
Production Category Ini;,erviewed Producers Producers Produq ers 
1Q65 (Pounds sold/Cow ) No . % wo .  % No . ·  % No . % 
0-24 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 10 
25-50 2 3 O · 0 0 0 2 10 
50-75 9 15  0 0 0 0 9 45 
75-100 7 12 . 0 0 0 0 7 35 
100-150 . 19 32 0 0 19 95  0 0 
150-200 13 22 12 60 1 5 0 0 
200-250 5 B · 5 25  0 0 Q .  0 
259:-300 1 2 , 1 5 0 0 0 0 
300-350 1 2 1 5 o . 0 0 0 
350-400 . 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Actual Tetal : 
Average Productio� 207 lbs . : 243 lbs .- 120 lbs . 6l lbs . , 
TABLE XXX 
NUMBERS AND -PERCENTS OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND ·LOW PRO:OUCERS BY AVERAGE 
MILK PRODUCTION CATEGORIES FOR 1965 ·, , AND 
Average : Milk 
. 
TOTAL AVERAGES* 
All Dairymen High Medium 
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Low 
Production Cat_egory Interviewed· Producers Producers Producers· 
1965 (Pounds sold/Cow ) No o % . No o % No o % No , % 
500-� ,099· 10 17 1 5 l ·  5 8 40 
1 ,100-1 ,799 10 17 1 5 5 25 4 20 
1 ,800-2 ,499 11 18 1 5 5 25 5 2 5 
2 ,500-3 ,799 7 12 · 3 15 3 15 1 5 
3 , 800-4 ,999 7 12 2 10 3 15 2 10 
5 ,000-6 ,199, 5 8 4 20 1 5 0 0 
6 ,200-6 , 799· 6 10 5 25 1 · 5 o . 0 
6 ,800-12 , 500 4 6 3 15 1 5 · 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Total ; Average 
Productio� 3 , 386 lbs o 5 , 302 lbs . 3 ,162 lbs o ,. 1 ,69� lbs •. 
*Percents · are rounded to ·nearest whole number .. 
,. 
CHAPTER III · 
SUMMARY 
This report is based on the· c��racteristics of manufacturing 
milk pr0ducers in Macon County, .Tennessee . The information was 
obtained through a personal interview survey ·of 60 of the 571 producers 
who sold manufacturing IIQ.lk in the , county • in 1965 . The manufacturing 
milk bey�r . in .Lafayett� made milk production and butterfat test records 
informatio� available ·for this study o B�tterfat -production was used 
to determine high, medium and · low producers with ·20 being assigned 
to each group , 
L REVIEW OF- FINDINGS 
Findings listed below were revealed concerning the charaGter"".' 
istics· of. manufacturing milk producers in Macon County . who produced 
in the 1 high t medium and low thirds, according to the average pounds 
of butterfat produced per cow in ·l965.  
1�  The 60 producers averaged 3 ,386 poun�s of milk and 207 
pounds of · butterfat per cow in 1965, milk from : the high producers' cows 
being triple :the amount from the . low producers � cows, on the · average. 
2. The _ average f0rmal educational , level was . 7 . 5 years, with 
the •, high ,third of producers having 1 .  4 yea�s more schooling than those 
in the low third o 
3. The average age of the producers was · 51 . 7 years, the· high 
p�oducers averaging 52·. 5 ye�s · of. age and the. low .producers 51 . 5. -
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4 .  About 90 percent of , the producers were.known by the inter­
viewer ; "very" or "fairly well," with · 55  · percent of tb.e high producers 
known "very well" compared to only . 5 percent of the low .producers . ; 
5 .  Most producers had , _a friendly_ attitude toward the survey. 
6 .  The_average gross . family-in?ome . was $6,3'48, wi�h the high 
group averaging $7.,428_, wh,ile the low producers averaged $5,400. 
7 . · Eighty-eight percent · of : the producers . were . classified - as . 
full-time farmers, ·with· 50, percent of the 1 60 producers receiving the . 
majo� portion .of · their income from manufacturing milk sales o 
8 0 About , three-fo-µrth$ of the manufacturing rr41k producers 
were . raising some replacement heifers to cGntinue their dairy herds . 
9 ,  The dairymen interviewed ,.had averages of 157 acres of total 
farm-land .and 96 acres of cropland, high producers averaging 28 acres · 
of total land and·32 acres of cropland more than the low producers . 
10 . The_ dairyme� interviewed ._.had an average . herd : size of 14 
cows, . the -,high -and· low producers herd· size being - equal. 
11 o Forty-five of the : producerf;! out of ·60 kept _ registe·red 
heifers, high produc�rs keeping heifers averaging five kept, and low 
producer� · only · three . 
12 •· About 25 percent . of ·the produce.rs ( mostly low and . medium ) 
were using stables or hallways to milk in, ra�her '. than · �tanchions · or ­
eleva,ted stalls . 
13 .· Eleven producers had and were using silos. 
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II o IMPLICAT·IONS 
Some of the - implications that , can be drawn from the findings 
are : 
1 ,  Further evaluation of the data · from the manufacturing milk · 
survey would be useful in planning fqr a mqre effective educational 
effort with manufacturing -producers in Macon Co�nty o 
2 .  The characteristic : diffe;rences between · high and. low pro­
ducer� should be studied in planning educational - programs · for Macon 
County . dairymen . 
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PRO�LEM B :  
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OF MACON COUNTY -MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
A Special Problem in Lieu of Thesis 
In Partial Fulfillment 
of the Requirements · for the ,Degree 
Master ; of ·Science 
by 




Manufacturing mi lk : production -beqa.me . im:portant to Macon CC;>unty · 
with the location of a Kraft milk plant · at Lafayette in 1955 0 Fri-or 
to tnat time , a small - independent plant ( Cuthay ) and out . of county . 
manuf_a,cturing plants were the only - sources of income from milk products 
in the county . with ;the e�ception . of ·a few Grade A milk ·sales_ . 
From 1955 to 1958 the number of �nufacturing _ milk · producers 
increased · rapidly to more than 1 ,400 in · Macon County according .to 
Lafayette Kraft . _Milk _· Company records . Some of the prod-µcers had . 
progressed to , the point , th�qugh impreved , practices. and - facilities , 
that they sought a, higher , price for their milk through Grade A 
channels. During 1959 the , number of , manufact'll;?'ing milk. producers 
began to decline .- By October 1967 , there were only . 571 producers . 
selling ITUµlUfact�ing milk to - the lccal ·plant o : An -estimated · additional 
check from other out of : coun�y ma�ufacturing plants revealed that 
approximately ene-third of the :Macon C0unty m�nufacturing milk was 
being sold . to companies other . than . the La.fayette : Kraft plant : · In 
addition , there were 12 Grade A producers in the_ county in 1966 (16 : 4 ) . *  
Incentive paymen"t are .made : bY the Kraft Milk Company to 
producers who would . install milk coolers , and milk on ,,concrete or in 
*Numbers i� parentheses refer to n-q.mbered refer�nces in the · 
bibliography ; t�ose . after the colon are . _page : numbers o 
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elev�ted : stalls .. A+so ·, . information made available ,by Kr�ft field men 
regarding sanitation,- fly co1:1trol, we�ghing, use of . elevated - stalls 
and electric mil�ers and proper feeding : caused many changes in the 
practices followed 0y man�facturing milk ·pr�duc�rs o 
At the time of :the present study, several studies of manufac- . 
turing milk producers were �derway in selected counties in Tennessee 
with ·the · cooperation of : the Agricultural Exten$ion Training and 
Studies Department and tbe Dairy Department of The University of 
Tennessee � 
No previous attempt ·had been mad� to learn . what : Macon County 
manufacturing _ milk ·.producer� were or were not · do:i,.ng i� regard to 
recommended practices, Q By using the findings of the pres en� study 
co:r:icerning the present manufacturing milk situation and- management 
practices · being used in Maoon County, it was · felt that · the Agri­
cultur�l Extension Service would be in a .. better position to . provide 
educa.t_iona,l inf'.ormation that sho1µ.d help lqcal , dairymen : become more · 
efficient· producers . in the. future . 
I . · T� PUR�OSE . OF THE STUDY · 
The purpose of this study was , then, to determine the kinds of 
management practi_ces that : were . being used by Macon County ·ma�ufac­
tUJ:'ing milk :producers in high, medium , and · low proo.uction groups in 
terms of · pounds : of · butterfat produced per cow in 1965 . 
5 5  
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II a - REVIEW 01'.1 LITERATUEE 
There seemed to . be little - informat ion available , concerning 
pract ices followed by man�facturing milk - produc ers in Tenne�see o 
Chappell ( 7 : 2 )  reported , from a survey ma:i,.led to 25 manufacturing 
milk plant s in 1961 , the fellowing findings regarding the -managem�nt 
pract ice� of the ma.nufactur�ng 1141k produc ers . surveyed : 
l o A _total of 57 perc ent bred over one-half : 0f - their cows 
to beef bull� . 
2 .  Only . 36 - percent raised replac_ements , and o�ly 7 percent 
rai sed heifers for s ale . 
3 o · Two percent report ed :that •.they . weighed milk from indi vi­
dual - cows o 
4 .  About 65 perc ent of ,the producers had fair , poor , or no ha.y o 
5 ,; Summary in�ormat ion ind�cated tha;t ,total product ion , t0tal 
cow nUIP,.ber� and . product ion pe� cow . were as �ociated : with ·_the inst a+lat ion 
of elevated sta+ls · and by making adequat e a.mount s of hi gh quality 
silage available a 
Caldwell· ( 6 :  106 ) found that the 20 Grade A dairymen · in ;  Henry 
County who · annually pr0duced · in the high t�ird _ · in po'\:lilds . of · butterfat 
operated . at a higher management l�vel , and . had a _. µigher pract ice · 
di ffusi,on rating on 19 of 23 product i.on practices . than . did the 20 
producer�. in the low third . 
In a 1969 . Virginia · study ( 11 :·3 ) , the most important problems · 
listed .by "manufactw;-ing _ grade" farmer s were lew .production ,per cow ,  
poor forage , an� ins1:1fficient forage , . Beef bulls were used for .. breed­
ing 63 . percent Of the · COWS a 
S�all . and Hurt ( 19 : 2 )  reported the . costs and . net returns 
from a 1957 to 1962 management study . entitled "Producing manufacturing 
milk in MississippL " A 40-cow herd at the Pontotoc Branch . Experi­
ment Station with a herd average · of 8 ,727 pounds of milk per . cow 
showed a net return to labor and capital of $118 per cow per yea;r for 
the 5.;;year period . The calculated average production cost per . one 
hundred pounds . of milk was. $2 . 19 and the . net return was $1 . 34 per 
1 
hundred pounds . · The average . .  cost of ke�ping a · cow per year amounted 
to about· $190 . They concluded that procluction must be over 5 , 500 -
pounds : per cow to ._ show a profit it:i Mis sissippi when ,. selling milk for 
manufacturing purposes at a · price of $3 a 53  per hundred o 
I II , METHODS 
A complete list -of Macon County manufacturing milk producers 
selling milk to - Kran Milk Company .was obtained from the plant in 
Laf�yette . , F�om the list · of 600 producers , 60 were selected by random 
sampling for survey . Records 1 on bu�terfat sold , milk production an� 
total dollars for - 1965  were then _ obtained ; from .the milk plant o 
The producers were divided into three. groups of 20 according 
to their level of - butterfat production o The average level of _ 
butterfat produced per . cow for ·the entire group was 207 pounds � The · 
high . producers aver.aged 243 pounds · with a range ; of 150 to 400 pounds o 
The medium producers averaged 120 pounds . with :a  range of . 76 to 
57' 
149 pounds . The low group averaged 61 pounds with a range of 24 to 
75 pounds ·. No -effort . wa,s made to try . to -estimate · the value of . 
addi t_ional · milk produced but not . sold . 
An effort was .. made . to determine the pr�ctice adoption level of 
produc ers · in these_ groups regarding . 23 · re commended dairy product ien · 
practices . 
A personal interview was conduqted : with · each of the - 60 m�ufac­
turing milk producers o In asking the survey , questions , care was exer­
cised not 1 to . influence the -, producers ' answers. , Each respondent was 
handeg, a ca,rd : with the recomme1.1ded practice .type� on it , as _it 
appeared on . the iI_lterview , schedule . This was - done . in orq.er to help 
the : respondent unq.erstand . the · practice as the •. interviewer dt scus sed 
it with him.  Th� interviewer 1 explained only the ·bas ic details ;regarding 
the , practice and · tried to let the i respond·e�t answer .. as he felt . he was 
reaily·· carrying out th� - pract ice . 
Rating Ex;planat ion 
The , foll�wi·ng rating s�heme was . used . to classify management 
levels of the produ�ers . for each of the '. 23 practices : . ( 1 )  no peints 
were given . i f the person inter�'iewed ·had_ not J1eard of the spec ific 
practiqe ; ( 2 )  one point - was given if : the person had , only . heard of the · 
practice ; ( 3 )  two points were given if · the person was ·· only interested 
in it ; ( 4 ) ; three points · we�e given if the person had n0t : tried the . 
practice , but _planned to do so ; ( 5 )  four ·points were given if the 
person · had tried · the practice , but was not : us�ng it at the ti�e of 
in�ervtew ; and . (6 ) five points were given if : the person had tried the , 
· practice ·and was ·still using it .. 
The practice adoption ·levels of the producers in the htgh, 
medium anq low .thirds 'are compared in t�is study and their . numeral 
values are : refe�red to as the ;practice _· diffusion ratings o The · scale. 
used to snow - the diffusion stage . and rating interval is as follows : 
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0 . 0 to O o 5 = ·"unaware" ; . 0 . 5 t� L5 = "aware" ;  L5 to 2 o 5 = -"interested" ; 
2 . 5 · to 3 . 5 = _ "planning to try " ; . 3 . 5  t� 4 :5 = "tried" ; and . 4 . 5 through 
5 . 0 = ·"using o " 
The practic� diffusion rating _ .for each producer was determined • 
by adding _his t�tal ,score on all recommended_ practices and dividing 
by 23 . Ra,�ings wer� listed for the high, · medium, and : low production 
groups . Other data were compared in numbe�s, perce�ts and averages o 
The matn · co�parisons are : made ,.between the · high and low producers . · 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I o  MANAGEMENT LEVELS OF MILK PRODUCERS 
Average_ Practice Diffusion R�ting Intervals . .. 
Table · XXXI · gives the . average practice diffusion rat ings f�r · 
the. 60 Macon , County · da�rymen int.o · high, medium and ,. low thirds acc Grding 
to ._ average butterfat product ion per cow • .  
I t  is noted that - all dairyme� · were, on the· average, in the : 
"planning to try" stage . on 23 . pract ices witn an average rating : of ·, 
3 . 54 .- The high producers (3 . 79 )_ rated ·higher than : either th� med�um 
(3 . 39). or low (3 � 43 )  producers . 
It is in�erest ing to note t�at 75 percent of the· high produce:r,-,s 
were in at ·least the "tried" stage, while only 45 percent of :the l0w 
producers scored at least . that � high . The remaining percent (25 for · 
the. high and 55 ·for the . low ) were in the "planning -to . try" stage 
(2 a 50-3 . 49 ). None of the high producers had · aver_age rat ings . in  · the. 
"using" (adopted) category; however, 10 percent of the ·medium and 
5 perc�nt of the .low producers did . 
Relation to Production , 
The , average . individual dairy management pra�t ice diffusion , 
rat i ngs, and . total average , ratings for all Macon · County , dairymen . 
interviewed , . high ; medium and · low producers are shown in . Table XXXII . ' 
60 
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TABLE XXXI · ,  
NUMBERS AND ,PERCENTS · OF ALL- MAC0N COUNTY MANUFACTl]RING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED ' . HIGH :: MEDIUM AND· ,L©W PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE PRACTICE 
I O ' • 
' 
� • 
DIFFUSION ·RATING ·INTERVALS ,  AND T0TAL AVERAGE , 
PRACTI.CE DIFFUSIGN RATINGS-* 
Average Practi.ce All Dairymen High Medium 
Diffusion .. Rating I�terviewed Producers Producers , 
Interval** No , % ' · No . % No . % ' . . .  
2 0 50-2 � 99 10 17· 1 : 5 5 25  
3 . 00-3 . 49 18 30 4 20 7 35 
3 .. 50-3 . 99 · 20 33 8 40 6 30 
4 . 00-4 . 49 9 15 7 35 0 0 
4 .. 50-5 : 00 3 · 5 o _ 0 2 10 . 
Total , 60 100 20 100 20 100 
Total Average .Rating 3 ; 54 3 . 79 3 .  39 
*Percents a.t;e ·ro�ndee. to neares:t whele number . 
Lew 
Preduoers. 
No o % ! 





20 . 100 
3 . 43 
**In the rating _ scale used : 0 = _unaware ; , ! =  aware of the '. 
recommended· practices ; .  2 = . interested in the ·practices· ; . 3 :::. _planning · 
to try the , practices ; · 4 = tried the practices , but not us ing ; and 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Also , Table· XXXIII gives a breakdown , show�ng the percent of Macon , 
County · da.�rymen - -at - each . stage of the diffusion process fo;:r ea.ch of 
the management . pract ices studied . 
A · wi4e variat ion in average . prac�ice diffusion ratings , 
(Table �II )  is not ed f:r;-om: practice to. pra�t ic�  for -_all d�irym.en o 
On ·th� average, the . range ran 1 from , the "aware" stage (averaging 
L 65) for Pra�tice 12, "high quality silage provided'' and · Practice 11, 
"adequat.e ·milk records. kept , 'J to_ the . "using" stage. (averaging 5. 00 ) 
for Practice ·16, "adeg_uate . .  improved . pasture provided o "  All ·producers 
average . in the. "using" , stage with regard to  seven practices o 
The high producers . had a : higher · average rat i ng than did the. 
low producers in 17 of tbe 23 practices .  ThE:Y ·averaged · o 7 5  t o  L 50 
points higher than the � low group_ in 6 o:f the : 17 practices o  These 
apparently critic.al practices . (Praqtic�s ··5, 21, 1, 11,- 2 and 2� , in . 
order of difference )  may . give some indicat t.ons regardi ng · som� of the , 
reasons fer 1diff�rences in pro�uctiono . Obs-ervat ions , regarding these 
and other practices will fqllow below o · 
Breeding Practices .. 
The first si� p:ractic�s in. Tables XXXII · and · xxxrII are . related· 
t� breed�ng � In the· �in, . all producers . averaged in the_ "tried" or 
"using'_' stage on _.these praat ic�s · wi -t;;h the, except ion of ; ;pract ice _· 2, · 
"all .. cows ·bred ·to same . breed bul�" and Practice 5 , · " 75 percent. of, 
cows f�ll freshened . "  In Pract ice :2, the hi gh group had a rating ,of 
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the - "plan to itry" stage • . In -comparing the high and low groups on 
Pract ic� 5, · the high group averaged 3 0 50, "tried," and the low 
65 . 
group 2o 00 ,. "interest ed . "  It should , pe net ed here that manufactu�ing 
milk · prod�cers had ( no milk base to builQ. , -as _would Grade · A producers , 
so many o� these pr�duce_rs appea�ed to. have been freshening their cows · 
in early spring to take advantage of lush growth of ; pasture , and of 
veal prices . Then , :too , over a 12-year period ; 195 5·-1967 , no substan­
t ial priqe advantage .  had ac_c�ued to. those having cows fall 
fresher?, ; wh�reas, th� cost of winter. feeding and c�re rose consi­
derably_ during the period ; ( 7 :  l ). . 
In _Table XXXIII, it is , noted that more than one-half ( 51 per­
cent ) of all · producers interviewed · had not - reached the ·"plan to try'� 
stage · on , Practi ce ;5 . Only 32 _. percent were actually "using" it o 
Thirty-thre� -percent of the producers weren ' t even_ "interested'� in 
t�is recommended practice.  Regarding Pract ice ·l , ftar_tificially 
insem:i:-ne.ted one-half . or more cows, " 48 percent wer� in t�e "using" 
stage an� 7 ; percent in the "tried.," · 
It was nGted ifrom , milk _.records and· fro� ·the survey that 96 
percent _of the dairyme� were providing a - 60-90 day dry pe�iod · (see 
Praqtice 3 )  and · selling very little if any . milk ·during the mont.hs· 
of December , January and . February . Quef?t ions conc erning the reason 
for -.this .. procedure brought - .;:these, answers: . "The milk sold won tt ' pay 
for ,the feed during these months': ; "My fac ilit ies are · inadequate . . . . 
whicl?,_ makes winter ,a  good t im� to turn them dry, " : and .. " I  can . take .. 
advantage of hi gh veal pricef? in early , spring . " Nearly all 
( 98 -percent ) also were "using" Practice 4 ,  a t'l2-14 ·month - calving 
period -provided .," 
Keeping and - U�ing Records ; 
Praqtic�s 7 through · 10 , are related -to records and · the_ir us e o 
There is a general as sumption that . farmers do not . like to keep 
records . Th� results c,f · this study indic�te  that this is generally 
66 
true 'for Macon County .man.ufactwing producers o I� Table ·XXXII , page : 62 ,  
it is noted for Practice· 7 and 8 ,  that all : producers interviewer . .,were , 
on the average , only - in _.. the ." inte:r.ested11 st.age , whereas in Practice 
9 and 10 , they were in tl_le "tried" and . "plan to try" s�age.s respectively . 
ThE: · high producers averaged only 0 . 35 diffusion points  · above the low 
producers on the · fG>ur pract i_ces . 
Sev�nty.thr�e percent of the : producers were not - even planning 
to try Practic� 8 ,  "fed cows ac<?ording t0 pr0ducti,on" ; while only · 
13 percent were actually· "us ing" · this  ·key pract ice . When asked i f  
they fed '. according to production , many o f  .:,them1 would say ,  "What do 
you · mean? '.' or "Yes , I feed all . they _will : eat while I am milking . "  
All three . groups averaged only - in :.the "interested" stage :with :regard 
to this , pract ice , with the . ratings of the . high producers ( 2 . 40 )  being 
slightly ; abov� those of , the low producers ( 2 . 05 ) . 
Table XXXIII , page 64 , shows th�t : 42 ,percent were in the : "using" 
stage : on Practice -9 , "adeq�ate h�rd records ·kept ' '-""."including heat ; 
health and . calving data 11 Producers using artificial .insemina�ion _ 
indicated that - calving _ records and · breeding dates were shown _ on · ·f.' : . 
breeding _ receipt s o Proo.uce�s furthe� stated that th,ey kept most of 
the . herd re cords on a · calendar or on ·a  barn chart .. Table XXXII , 
page · 62 , shows the ave�age . of all producers interviewed to be in 
the "tried'' stage · on Practic� 9 ,  with- little differenc e between 
gr0ups--th$Ugh high ,preduc ers ( 3 � 8 5 )  rated : in the "tried" st age and . _ 
low ( 3 . 40 )  in the "plan to try . "  
Al-1 ,·-producers averaged_ in the · "plan to try " st age ( 3 o 48 ) with · 
regard · to Pract ice 10 , "calves permanently ident i f:1_ed o 11  Several . of · 
the, produc er_s -st ated they . _could usually . ident ify _ all the · ca+ves . (and -
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. their dams ) , with t�e · small number. of animals they -we�e keeping o · Some ' 
of the produc ers said . that : they , were _ us ing the .vac c inat ion e�r tag 
or registration cert ificate for identification o Fi fty-eight perce�t -
were in . the\ !'using" stage on Pract ice 10 . 
It appears that much emphasis nee4s -to be put on record 
keeping pract ices when planning educat i9nal ; �ork , for dairymen in 
Macon County � The - , same , �as found ,to be . true 1 of produc e_rs in Hen:cy · 
Co�ty_ . in :: an . earlier survey. ( 1964 ) cenduc�ed �by Caldwell (6 : 79 ) .  
Feeding Praqt.ices 
Practices . 11 : through 17 are conc erned with· a4equat e· f�eding . · 
Table •XXXII_ shows that all produc ers were in . the "tri ed" or "us ing" 
stage - in only · 3 or the_ , 7 feeq.ing pr actice� . Thqse were : Pract ice ·. 
14 � "high :quality- h�y pr�vided , "  Pract ice :15 ; "hay and/or silage 
provi.c,ied while ;on pa$ture , "  aD:d Pract ice 16 , . "adequat e improved 
_pasture provided •. " 
The lowest pract ice diffusion rat ing for any . of ·the feeding 
practice� had • to · do with -providing adequate , high qu�lity s i lage 
( Practice� 11 and · 12 ), o Th� average : for all · produc ers was · ·only · in .' the 
" aware" stage · with nqne of the : thre�. product i_on· groups coming a"bove . 
that - st age on either pract ic� excepting the · high on Practice lL ' It 
is noted in Table XXXIII , page 64 , that ; only . 13 · percent were at the · ·  
"us ing" stage · fo:;- Practice 11 , "adequate supply of silage provided: , "  
and - Pract ice . ·12 , "high ,quali:ty s ilage pro�ided Q "  I� is further ·noted 
that 65 percent: . of the pro4ucers were only · in the "aware" stage on 
each of the · two Practices ( 11 and - 12 ) · Q Although , Pract ice : 15 , "hay 
and/or s ilage provided on pasture": shows (Table r :XXXIII )· 95 percent . 
in 'the "us ing" - st age , most · of - thes �  producers were feeding hay s ince 
only 8 producers were feeding silage . :  
Low '. producers had • _slightly '. higher · ratings tha� high producers 
on th�ee, practi_ces , in thi_s · group ( 13 ,' 15. and .. 17 L Differen�es were 
too small - t o  ·be cons idered · of consequence � . 
There is a strong indi cation that enceuragement of - silage 
feeding ( see Praqtices · 11 , 12 , 13 and 15·) should ·make · a large . 
increas e  . in profit s - from dairyi� Q Chappell (7 : 1 )  reported , based. 
on a . mail _. survey of : 25 milk · plants , that an increas e of 14 o 5 percent _ 
in milk production _coulQ.. pos s ibly be attribut ed to the addit ion of 
silage to · the ration . Th�s - might de serve r attention in future - edu�a­
t i.onal program , planning � 
Sanitation Practices 
68 · 
The . next group . of pract ices in Table XXXII , page 62 , is  generally : 
cl�ssified :unde� the heading of sanitation pre.ctic;:es , and includes· 
Practices . 18-20 . It is noted that all producers were, on the 
average, · in the "using" stage ( 4o 83 _and 4. 97, respectively) with regard 
to. Practice 19, "separate feeding and l�afing area provided , "  and 
Practice• 20., "f�ies systematically · co�tro].led," and in the "plan to. 
try'� stage ( 2  . 60 )  on Practice 18, "strip cup always. used . "  When the 
high and-low groups were compared , there was no large ·difference , on 
any of the -sanitation practices o 
In _Table XXXIII • page 64, it _is noted that more than one..:.half· 
5-8 percent ) · of all producers had n�� - ev�n ·decided to try using the · . 
strip c�p (Practice· l�) . 
Other .Practices 
The. last three .practices. in Table .:XXXII, page 62 , have been 
grouped as "other, practices" for-the pur�ose . of this study, and are 
he:r;-e discuss.ed separately . Practice 21 , "milking system 6-month · 
ch�ckecl.," hS:d an average rating of "�ried" · ( 3 . 67 )  for all ' prodti.cers . 
The high producers . were , nearly in : the ."using" ·stage ( 4. 35 ) for this ­
practice , while the low _producers were j us� in the -"plan to, try" 
stage · -( 3 . 20) . 
Table XXXIII ,shows that 65 ' percent were in the "using" stage on 
Practice 21, while 28 percent we1:e not even "interested .. " The ,large 
percent · ( 15 ) in _the· "unaware" stage reflects. approximately the number 
that · were· milking by hand ._ 
All _prodtlcers were , · on _the· average , in the . "tried" stage . 
( 4. 60 ) on Prac�ice .22, "professional : advice obtained � " Table XXXIII 
"!, 
shows that :· a7 percent were in the . "using" stage : on this practiQ e o 
All - producers were , on tbe average , in the "tried" stage 
(4 o 0'O ) reg�rding· Practice 23 , "calves , vaccina.te_d ·for brucellosis , 
blackleg , etc_ 0 "  Reference - :to Table XXXIII , page 64 , discloses that 
72 ; percent· of the producerf;1 were "using" , the practice o 
II o· BREEDING OF HEIFERS 
Method · 
All producers were asked how - heifers were bred and.Table XXXIV 
gives the · results o Fifty-five percent said they used a bull in . 
natural service . : on all their heifers . One medium producer and one 
low indicated ;that , they , used both artificial and natural . breeding _ 
with _ thei:r;- heifers .  The other 41 percent bred their heifers -art.ifi� 
ci·ally , with .55 ,percent of the high pr0ducers using artificial · 
insettlination an4 35 · percent of ;the low producers us ing this method · 
of breeding on at . least some heifers � 
-· 
Type of .. Bull Used· 
Table XXXV reveals , that , 50 percent (30 ,producers) were using· 
beef bulls .on the,ir heifers , while :46 percent. were using dairy 
bulls .· Sixty percent of the , high ;producers were breeding all : heifers 
to. dairy - bulls ; while only. 4O percent of ,the low were following this 




NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MACON COUN'l'Y -MANUFAClURING- M�LK · PRODUCERS . 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW, PRODUCERS BY :METHOD 
OF . BREEDING HEIFERS* . 
Method of All Dairymen High Medium 
Breeding Int_erviewed :, Produceri;; Producers 
Heifers · No o· % , N0 . % No ; % 
Artificially 2 5 41 11 5 5  8 40 
Natur�lly 33 . 5 5  9 45 11. 55 
Both · 2 , 4 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 . 20 100 
*Percents are . rounded to nearest whole numl;>er . 
Low 
Producers 




20 100 . 
72 
TABLE XXXV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL ·MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK .PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW -PRODUCERS BY TYPE OF BULL 
USED ON HEIFERS* 
All . Dairymen ,, High · Med_ium Low 
Type - of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Bull Used No o % No o· % No . % No . % 
Dairy_ 28  46  12 60 9 45  7 35 
Beef 30 50 8 40 . 10 50 12 60 
Both . 2 4 · 0 0 1 5 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents . are rounded to _nearest whole number c 
III o BREEDING OF COWS 
Type of Bull 
Table XXXVI ·. shows that · 48 percent were breeding their cows · only 
to . beef . bull� ; while one-half ( 50 percent ) bred only -wi�h dairy 
bulls o In the · ·high -group , 65 percent were us ing only · dairy .bulls o 
For , the lqw ,- 40 per� ent bred , at · least some cows to dairy bu�ls ·o 
IV� . FEEDING OF COWS 
Perc ent of Protein in Daitz Eation -
It . is : not ed in Table , XXXVII that -the most freq_uently · ment ioned : 
dairy rations . were the 12 and . _14 perc ent pro� ein rat ions , with · 32 
perc ent of the produc ers ment ioning each o Also , 30 perc ent . of all 
produc ers interviewed used a 16 . percent protein -ration o Three perc ent 
of the · producers were· feeding a rat io:n with. 7 perc ent protein ; while 
3 percent ·adq.ed no protein . suppleme�t -at __ all ( they fed alfalfa hay , 
however L, The high producers . generally were feeding a little higher 
perc ent protein ratio� ( average of 13 0 7 )  than . the· low produc ers 
( 13 o'3 average ) 0 
Method of Providing Conc ent.rates . 
In all cases produc ers indicated that ·they bo1:1ght their 
conc.entrates.. A�ost all producers . took . their grain to the mill and : 
had it groun� , ad�ed supplement and : had it mixed at one of the - two mi lls 
in the county • . Li�t le : di fference was noted ·between high and - low 
produ�tion groups on this poi�t 9 
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TABLE · XXXVI 
NUMBERS ·_AND PERCENTS OF ALL MACON_ COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK .PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED ,. HIGH , MEDIUM AND- LOW PRODUC�RS BY TYPE OF BULL 
USED ON cows� . 
', . .. 
Type ,of . All Dairymen High Medium L9w 
Bull . Interviewed Pro,duce.rs Producers Producers 
Used . No . % No . % No . % No . % ' 
Dairy 30 50 · 1� 65 10 50 7 35 
Beef 29 48 7 35 10 50 12 60 
Both 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 · 
Tot.al 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents , are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XXXVII · 
NUMBERS, AND PERCENTS · OF ALL MACON COD:NTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, ' HIGH , MEDIUM AND .LOW PRODUCERS BY PERCENTS OF · 
PROTEIN USEP IN - DAIRY RATION* 
Percent.Protein All Dairy?I1-en High Medium Low · 
it1 Dairy Iz:iterviewed · Producers ·Produqers Producers 
'Ration No . % No o % No . % No . % 
No supplement· added . 2 3. 1 5 1 5 0 0 
7% 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 10 
12% 19. 32 5 25 8 40 6 30 
14% 19 · 32 - 5 25 8 40 6 30 
16% 18 30 9 45  3 15 6 30 
Total. 60 100 20 100 20 . 100 20 100 
Average .Percent Used 13. 3 13 . 7  12 . 8  13 . 3  
*Perc�nts . are rounded to nearest whole number . 
Grinding .. of Hay · 
I 
Table <XXXVIII shows that 48 percent of the .producers ground 
their hay o . Twenty-f�ve percent · of _the high producers and 60 percent . 
of the l0w prod�cers wer� grinding hay o This appears to be an . area 
for .some , educational , work , especialiy with medium and .low producers o 
Type of Ha.:y · Fed 
Sixty-eight percent ( 41 producers ) of the.dairymen.indicated 
that they fed ·legume-grass . hay . Twenty-s�ven, .  percent (16 producers ) 
were using a · legume . hay � None of the producers reported 1using all · 
grass hay e · C<?mparis ons · sh9wed . no difference ; between product ion groups o . 
Method . of .Supplying Salt and Minerals 
One hundred percent of all - producers were supplying salt · a.nd 
minerals free. choice in _two diff�rent manners , either through block 
or _loose · materials in feed tro�ghs a 
Storage . Capacity Available for �ilage 
Eighty-tw0 percent ( 49 producer_s ) of the dairymen . had no 
storage. space for silage o The average capacity for those producers 
with ·silos was 193 tons o · The high producer� had an average capacity of 220 
tons· while _the low - producers had·an average capacity 01 only 120 - tons o 
V o · THE RELATION OF ·. PRODUCTION AND 'MANAGEMENT LEVELS TO . AGE ·  
Table XXIX sho�s that the ; average practice• diffusion !ratings of 
younger . prod�cers ( 25-54· years ) wer� higher ( 3 .63) than those of the 
older ( 55-81 ·years ) , 3 . 41 . 
TABLE .XXXVIII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS - OF - ALL MACON COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , · 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND , LOW PRODUCERS . BY - WHETHER OR NOT 
THEY GROUND THEIR HAY� 
All Dairymez:i High Medium, Low 
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Grinding of Interviewed Producers Producers Produce;rs 
Hay No. % No. % No . · % No e 
, 
% ,  
Did grind ,hay 29 48 5 25 12 - 60 12 , 60 
Did not grind hay : 31 .. 52 15 75 8 40 8 40 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 . 100 20 100 
*Percents ' are rounded to nearest who�e number 
TABLE XXXIX 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS , QF 
ALL MACON · COUNTY ,DAIRYMEN I INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS ACCORDING .TO AGE GROUPS* 
All. Dairymen High Medium Low · 
Age · I:q.terviewed Producers Pr0ducers . Producers 
Group of - No._ Aver_age . No. Average No . Average . No. Average 
Dairymen Rating Ratiz:ig Rating . Rati:rig 
25-54 39 3. 63 14 3 .. 86 13 3. 35 12 3. 60 
5 5-81 21 3. 41 6 3. 63 7 3. 47 8 , 3. 18 
Actu�l Tetal 60 3. 54. .20 3. 79 20 3 .  39 20 · 3. 43 
* In the: rat�ng scale . used: o = unaware of 23 rec.omm�nded prac­
tices ; 2 = interested in the practice; 3 = planning to try the practice; 
4 · = :tried the ,practi�e but 'not using; and 5 . = using th� practice. 
The average . diffusion ratings · fo� all . the producers was 3 o 54 ; _  
The high , medium and low producers had - average ratings - of 3 . 79 ,  3 . 39 
and . 3 .  43 ,. respectively , as mentioned earlier o Slight differences 
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were seen · in : practice diffusio� ratings , related to age .with : a small 
advantage t�ward the :younger age in high and- medium production groups-­
the reverse being true for low .producers . 
VI o· THE ·RELATION OF , PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO EDUCATIONAL - LEVELS 
Table XL shows an _ increase . in · average practice diffusion 
ratings with increases in . educational levels up to grade 12 . The 
highest rating _ for all · producers was the one . high :production indivi­
dual witb some education at . the college · level � Those producers in 
the high group · averaged within . the "tried" stage , whereas the medium • 
and· low producers averaged within the : "planning to try" s�age . High 
production appeared t� be related to , higher educational level ,- parti­
cularly , in - the high yield group . 
VII . THE RELATION - OF PRODUCTION AND ·MANAGEMENT LEVELS . 
TO FARM SIZE 
Table XLI shqws that average ratings tended to increase as 
s ize of farm increased for all . producers interviewed . 
Th� highest . average rating for - any group . was f�und . for four 
producers in the 300-349 acre. category wit4 an average rating of 
4 o 22 •• 
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TABLE XL 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIEY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATING OF 
ALL MACON COUNTY , DAIRYMEN- INTERVIEWED ;  HIGH, MEDIUM 









· 1..;.3 of college 




8 3 . 03 
17 3. 51 
22 3 .09 
5 3. 95 -
7 -' 3 �  56 -
1 - - 4. 43 -
Actu.al -Tot�l ·Average 
Rating 




No o Rating 
0 
6 3 . 83 
10 3 .64 
1 3 . 83 
2 4. 09 
1 4. 43 -




No o : Rat-ing 
4 2 .; 94 
3 3 . 03 
6 3 o 49 
3 4.16 
4 3 . 40 
o . 




No o Rating 
4 - 3 .12 · 
8 3 .  46 · 
6 3 . 63 
1 3 �43 
1 .· _3,� ]J-- s .  
0 
20 
*In t�e. rating scale , used : 0 = unaware of- 23 reco:mmended prac­
tices ; 2 = interest�d in the :Practice ; 3 = pla�ning to try , the practice; 
4 = .tried · the practice but not . using; : and 5-= us'ing the practi_ce . __ 
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TABLE_ XLI · .  
NUMBERS AND AV�GE DAIRY MANAGEMENT ·.PRACTICE PIFFUSION RATINGS · OF ·ALL 
MACON COUNTY : DAIRYMEN - INTERVIEWED , HIGH ,. MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS BY . SIZ·E OF 'FARM ' CATEGORIES* 
All DaJ:cymen High Med.ium Low 
Si.ze· of· Farm . Int ervi ew�d · Producers Producers Producers 
Ca,tegory Average Average Average . . Average 
. . .  (in -Acres) No . ·Rating No o Rating No o , Rating No o Rating 
40-99 . 18 3 . 35 5 3 .67 9 3 o 29 4 3 .09 
100 ... 149 17 3 .66 6 4 . 00 4 3 . 82 7 3 . 28 
150-199 , 9 3 o l7 3 2 . 94 2 3 . 24 4 3. 32 
200-249 9 3 . 79 2 · 4 . 03 3 3 o 23 4 4. 06 
300-349 4 , 3 . 82 2 -. 4 . 22 2 3 . 42- o · 
450--,499 : 3 3 . 9€> 2 4 . 07 0 1 3 . 74 
Actual Total · · 60 3 . 54 20 3 .  79 20 3 . 39 20 3. 43 
*In. th_e -rating scale used : 0 = _unaware ;  1 = aware of 23 recom-
mended practices ; 2 · = interesteq. in the practice ; 3 = planning to try 
th� :practice ; 4 = :tried the :Practice but not ·using ; .. and 5 = using the 
practic� . 
VIII . THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND ·MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO · OCCUPATION 
Eighty-e�.ght percent ( 53  producers ) were cl;assified as full­
time · farmers ; . while 8 percent ( 5  prod�cere ) were clas sified - as part­
time farmers . The average diffus·ion rating f0r tbe full-t ime farmers 
was 3 � 54 compared t0 3 . 07 for the . part-time farmers .  There were no 
part-time -farmers in the ·high yield category . Full�time farmers 
had � a higher diffusion .rat ing · in _high ; medi:um and low groups tha� 
did the part-time ·farmers . 
IV . THE RELATIQN OF : PRODUQTION AND MANAQEMENT · LEVELS 
TO SOURCE OF· INCOME 
Table XLII - sh0ws that da;i.ry�ng was ·the major source of ·income . 
for 30 of the producers ( 50 percent ) , other , farm . enterprises con.,;. 
st ituted· the major source for , . 29 1 ( 48 percent ) and - non-farm . inc0�e 
for l '  ( 2  percent ) of the producers , The "tried''. stage was wheI'e all 
producer;s in the· high ,  medium and low 1 groups rated who · gave dairying 
as : their maj or · source • of incon'le . Th0se listi-ng other ·maj or source_s , 
of .income · rated· lower . Also , · 10� pr0duce�s who gave . dairying as a . 
ma.j or seurce - t::>f income rated •, as · high ( 3 .  5T) as high pro�ucers who 
listed tobacco ( 3 .  56 ) .  High producer_s who list ed dairying were· rated 




NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS OF ALL 
MACON CO'(JNTY · DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND 
LOW PRODUCERS BY MAJOR SOURCE OF INCOME* 
All Dairymen : High Medium Low 
Maj or_ Interviewed Producers Producers Producer_s 
SO'Ul;"Ce · of Average Average Average : Average 
. . .  Income No . Rating No . Rating No , , R�ting No o Rating 
Dairying 30 3 , 74 12 3 o 96 8 3 . 62 10 3 o 57 
Tobacco 25  3 o 38 7 . 3 . 56 9 3 . 28 9 3 . 35 
Other f� 2 . 3 . 12 1 3 . 70 1 2 . 56 0 
Non-farm 3 3 . 06 0 2 3 . 44 1 2 � 70 
Actl.l.al· T.otal , 60 3 . 5 4 20 3 . 79 20 3 .  39 20 3 . 43 
*In tr+e rating s cale used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware - of 23 recom- · 
mended . practices ; 2 = interested in the practice ; , 3 = planning to ,try 
the practice ; 4 = tri�d the practice but , not using ; and . 5 = using the · 
practice . 
X � THE · :RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS TO SEX _ 
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Only , one of the .. respondents interviewed ·was a female , and . was 
s0lely responsible for the dairy 0pe:ration . _ The one female respondent · 
was · in . the high '. group with a diffusion rating of 3 . 91 compared to an 
average · diffusion rating of 3 . 78 f0r the male respondents - in th� high 
gro-µp . Insufficient d�ta made it impo:s sible . to study any re�.ationship 
tha� ·might h�ve existed between sex of · interviewer and . management . 
XI o THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO GROSS FAMILY_ INCOME 
In. Table ·XLIII it is noted that , average pract ice diffu�ion : 
ratings seemed to b� generally higher as the le-vels of gross · family 
income went up . All the dairymen were in the : "tried" stage .with -. an 
average rating of 3 . 54 .  The highest rating was a young high producer , 
( just, starting ) in the income bracket .of 0-$1 ,999 ; however ,- it 
appeared -that producers with higher gros s family income tended to 
follow more recommen�ed production and . management practices . 
XII. . THE RELATION OF PROPUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS TO INTEREST ·_ · 
IN IMPROVING DAIRY MANAGEMENT 
All dairyme1:1 were rated by the interv.iewer · as to his judgment 
of their inte:;rest in -improving their . dairy management . Table XLIV 
shows that ,the producers ' management level was posi�ively as sociated 
with their - interest - in improving as seen by the , interviewer-�the : higher - ­
the rating , : the greater the interest . · 
TABLE XLIII 
NUMBER· ANp 'AVERAGE : DAIRY MANAGEMENT .PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS - OF · 
ALI., MACON COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW- PRODUCERS BY TOTAL GROSS · 
FAMILY INCOME REPORTED* 
All Dairym.e� Hi gh Medium Low , 
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Tota+ Gross · Interviewed . . Producers Producers Producers 
Family , Income Average Average Average Average · 
Category No o Rat_ing No o Rating No·o ,_ Rat ing No o Rating 
Not -answered 17 3 . 38 6 3 . 61 6 3 . 18 5 3 o 36 
$0-1 ,999 l . 4 o 30 1 4 o 30 0 0 ·  
$2 ,000-5 ,99� 21 3 o 36 ' 3 3 . 71 7 3 o  34 11 3 . 31 
· $6 ,000-11 ,999 21 3 o 81 10 3 . 89 7 3 . 61 4 3 . 86 
Total · 60 3 . 54  20 3 . 79 20 3 . 39 20 3 o 43 
*In the 'rating - sc�le used : . 0 = unaware ; l = aware of 23 recom­
men�ed · p�acttces ; 2 · = intereste4 in the practice ; 3 = planning to try 
· the practice ; 4 = tried the ,practice ·but n0t · us1,.ng ; •. and 5 = using the 
praqtice . 
TABLE XLIV 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE ·MANAGEfy!ENT PRACTICE DIFFUSIO� RATINGS OF ALL ·  
MACON COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH , MEDIUM AND 
LQW ·PRODUCERS BY INTEREST OF RESPO�ENT IN 
IMPROVING HIS DAIRY _MANAGEMENT* 
Degree· 0!. Interest All .Dairymen) High ; Medium Low 
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in , Improving Interviewed Producers · Producers Produc.ers 
Dairy Management Average Average . Average Averag� 
Level Noo _ Rating No o Rating Noo ·Rating No. Rating i -
N0t interested 4 2 0 86 1 3.39 2 2 . 67 1 2 o .52 
Indi'ff.ere�t 25 3 . 30 6 3. 59 9 3 .. 16 . 10 3 . 15 
Somewhat , interested •. 24 3. 73 10 3 o  85 6 3 . 48 8 3 0 85 
Very inte�ested · 7 4. 10 3 4o l2 3 4 . 39 1 3 o 78 
Total 60 3 . 54 20 3 .. 79 20 3 . 39 20 3 . 43 
*In the : rat ing scale used : . 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 23  recom­
mende�. practices ; 2 = interested in the :practice ; 3 = planning to try : 




A total of 60 Macon County . manufacturing milk producer� who 
produced_ milk in 1965 were interviewed ·regarding their dairy production 
pract ices o 
Using 1965 information .obtained : from Lafayette Kraft Milk 
Company , the producers were divided into three equal produGtion groups 
(high ; medium and · low ) according to average : annu� butterfat produ9tion 
per - COWo  
Producerf? were questioned concerning the . use of 23 recommended 
production .practices , and , as .a result , were given dairy production · 
management practice  diffusion ratings ranging from O ,  "unaware , "  to 
5 ,  "using·/-' · Average practice diffusion _ratings were estab,iished · for 
all - producers. and . for the three production groups o The practice 
diffusion ratings were used in comparing the management levels 0f high , . 
medium , low , , and al;t producers in relation to : .  ( l )· produ�tion ; 
( 2 )  stage · in the diffusion process ;  ( 3 )  herd· size ; ( 4 ) ·. age ; ( 5 )  educ a- . 
t ional · level ;. ( 6 ): size of farm ; ( 7 ). occupation ; , ( 8 ) · . .  source of income ; · 
( 9 ): sex ; - ( 10 )  gross family ine::ome ; ( 11 )  herd ratings ; and · ( l2 ) interest 
in 1 imprGving their dairy management o · 
In .addition ;to information regarding the. 23  recommended 
practices , other data were obtained • regarding breeding and . . feeding 
practices , For example , questions were asked to , re�eal methods. 
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used_ for breeding heifers and · types of bulls (dairy or beef ) us�d - on 
heifers and COWS o 
Feeding information obtained in addition to that included in 
the •23 recommended practices . had to do with : ( 1 )  the percent of , 
protein in the : dairy rat ien ; ( 2 ) : methods · of pr0viding concentrates ; 
( 3 )  whether . hay was ·ground , or not ; ( 4 )_ types -of hay fed ; ( 5 )  method 
of supplying salt and minerals ; and ( 6 ) the storage . capacity available 
for · s ilage . , 
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Information . regarding manE;Lgement· practi.ces of manufacturing milk 
produ�ers , especially · comparative inform�tio� ?etween low and . high 
producers in Tennessee was lizni.ted : to a s ingle study . Also , a study 
in ,Virginia , one in Mississippi , and a mail-out questionnaire in 
Tennessee to twenty-five milk plants . gave som� _additional information 
relative - to practices used and .not used by dairymen elsewhere . No 
previous study - of .-.this 1. type _,had been condu9ted · in Ma9on County . 
L REVIEW QF ; .FINDINGS : 
The f@ll0wing is a brief . .  summary of the . major findings as 
related ·to production an� management practices of manufacturing milk 
producers in Macon- County_ . 
1 .  The high producers showed · a highe� average . practice : diffusion 
rating than did the low .producers on 17 of the 23 practices cons.idered . 
2 .  · The_ high producer_s had ratings ; of • 75 diffusion points ,. or 
more , greater than the lew producers in . tlle fellowing s ix practi;ces : 
( a )  artif�cially· inseminated one-half or more cf cows ; (b ) all: cows 
bred to same . breed bull ; ( c )  75 percent of cows fall . freshened ; 
( d )  calves vaccinated for brucellosis , etc o ; ( e ) milking system 
checked every 6 months ; (f ) adequate . supply of _ s ilage provided o 
3 g On the average, 40 · percent. of th,e producers interviewed 'had 
not \ ever tried - recommended practices studie� ; while 57 percent . were 
"using" the practices o 
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4 o · Thirteen percent or fewer ,,were using the. following practices � 
(a)- adequate milk records ·kept ; (b ) fed cows according to prod�ction ; 
and {c ) an adequate supply of high quality si�age . provided o 
5 . : L�ss than one-third _of the dairymen were freshening cows 
in the fall--thts practice being of debatable value- for manufacturing 
milk producers in recent . years . 
6 0  Nearly .one-half ( 46 percent ) wer� not - ever interested in . 
the practice o:f "feeding acco:r;-ding to product:i:on o "  
7 .  While 40 percent o� the : high ,producers were using beef 
bulls to bre�d heifers and . . 35 ' percent. were using them - on , cows, comparab'fl:-e 
percents fqr lo� producers we�e 65 percent of -each o 
8 0 High producer.s tended to feed a slightly . higher protein 
ration than those in the, other - two groups. • 
9 .  Si�y percent of : the low an4 medium producers . and only 25 
percent of ·the high prociucer.s followed the unprofitable practice 
of grinding hay . 
10 . Older dairymen - tended ·to have - a  slightly lower ·practice 
diffusion rating than younger . ones �-
11. Dairymen yi th · higher - levels . of · education tended to have 
higher. pract ice di ffus ion ;ratings , at ·least to the 12th grade . level o 
12 . The _ practic e _ . diff1:1s i on ratings tended to increas e with 
increas es · in size : of farm ( i� acres ) .  and · in gross family inc ome 
( in , dollars ) o 
13 o· Producers . showing . greater interest in •. improving herd 
management · tended to have · hi gher average . adopt ion rat ing s o . 
II .. IMPLICATIONS 
Implications fr.om thi s study are as follows : 
L T�e data indi cat.ed a . definit-e :relations.hip . between recom� 
mended pract ice a4opt ion and level of producti_on verifying the fa.ct· 
that many · re.commended practi c es were , in the_ main , not being us ed o 
2 •. The bundles of pract ices relating to ._reco�d keeping and : ,  
feeding offer an ·educational challenge · in Extens i on work with all 
producers 
3 .  · Further evaluation of · data obt ained through the survey 
and consi de�at ion of . the findings relating to recommended practice�. 
should be helpful when t .planning to further educati.orial dai ry  work 
in .Macon County . 
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PROB�EM C �  
FACT0RS INFLUENCING DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE ADOPTION BY 
MACON COUNTY .MANUFACTURING MILK PROI)UCERS 
A Spe�ial ;Problem in Lieu of Thesis 
In Partial :Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for the Degree 
Master of . Science 
by 




The two previous pr0b1ems in this series were concerned with 
the c�aracteristics and management practices of Macon County manufac­
turing milk producers o Further analysis of the data collected in this 
study is necessary . in --order to identify the . factors influencing them · 
to , adopt or not ·.to adopt recommended dairy management practices o 
Dairying ·is.an important agricultural enterprise in Macon . 
County -and - represents about . 18 percent. of the total county farm 
income • .  In -1964 dairy products ranked third in enterprise value 
being exceeded .only ,by . sale of ,tobacco and ·the sale. of livestock and 
ltvestock· products (5 : 370 ) 0 * The dairy industry has undergone many . 
changes and made rapid growth during the past · l5 years o One of the 
significant happenings in this period was the location of a Kraft 
milk plant a� Lafayet�e in 1955 which provided a market for milk for 
manufacturing purposes o Another factor affecting the manufacturing 
milk producers in the county wa� the drive put .on by all agricultural 
agencies during the - mid-1950's for improved pasture, and . roughage : 
programs . by re�laiming land . that , was not ·showing appreciable economic . . 
ret�ns ; , therefore, ·adding extra dairy animals to most farms o There . 
also were 9 different manufacturing milk plants buying milk out of · 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the · 
bibliography ; t�oee . after the , colon are . page : numbers o 
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Macon County, making it . convenient for all . producers to have a ready 
market . At the time of the present study there were 600 Macon . C ounty 
producers selling to the .Kraft Milk Company . in - Lafayette o 
Members of the County Extension staff .have · made . considerable 
effort through the , years to present educational information to Macon , 
Coi.mty dairymen .  Sqme of the methods that have been used include : 
demonstrations ; tours ; farm management schoois ; dairy meetings ; 
circular. letters ; news articles ;  radio programs ; county, district, 
and state dairy shows ; hay an� silage schools ; , and individual work 
with producers Q Attempts have been made to evaluate. the results of 
this teaching, ·but no previous attempt -has been made to determine : 
what , factors have influenced manufacturing mil� producers to adopt 
or not · to adopt recommended dairy management practices . 
Io  PURPOSE OF THE S'J.:'UDY 1 
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The purpose of . this study was ,.to try to determine what factors, 
other , than ! those identif�ed earlier , had ·influenced , manufacturing milk 
producers in Mac0µ County . to. adopt or not adopt recommended dairy 
management practices , 
II . REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
St -u,dies ( 1 : 4 )  hav,e shown th.at farmers adopt new · ideas or 
practices at different times .; They tend to be at different stages in 
the adoption process at different times . as · it _ may · r�lat� to a , given 
recommended . proven practice or bun�le of practices. 
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The adopt ion . process i� a me�tal proc ess through whi.ch· an indivi- , 
dual passes from first hearing about a . new idea to its final adopt ion . 
Authorit ies generally agree that : ;the s� agef? in the adoption process 
include the following : ( 1 )  awareness ( referred to in this study as . 
" aware " ) ;  ( 2 )  inte�est�d (hereafter re ferred to as "int erest ed" ) ;  
( 3 )  evaluat ion ( referred to heteafter as "planning to try" ) ; ( 4 ). tri�l 
( called "tried" in this · study ) ; and : ( 5 )  adoption (here inafter called 
"us ing" ) .  Re s_earch has indi cated , in gerieral .terms , · that as one 
proceeds from unawarenes s  to "us ing" · that more and more intens ive 
or pers onal cont act s are required i f  adoption of a practi ce is  to - result e · 
At the " aware" and " interest ed" st ages , mas s medi a sources , such 
as de�onst rat ions , farm magaz ines , n�wspapers , and radio are most 
import ant � At the -, "planning to try" and "tried" stages , . neighbor� and . 
fri ends move clqs er _ to the "us ing" st age , pei:sonal · cont acts •with 
repres ent atives of agricultural agencies are of more import ance , but 
may - st ill be s econdary to _ neighbors and - friends o 
Res earch findings . ( 1 :  6 )  gen�rally indicate that farmers who 
are the . first to adopt . have the fC?llowing : ( l )  more . formal ·educ at i .on 
than others ; ( 2 )  favorable attitudes toward ext�ns-i c;m and other educa­
tional ' agenc ies ; ( 3 )  more . part i_cipat i-on in general farm organi zations ; . 
( 4 ), child.r,en · in 4-H clubs or vocational agri culture ; ( 5 )  a high 
value placed on individual achi evement ; . and ( 6 )  family members 
who ·part ic ipate . in the de cision making .and the operation of the . 
farm o 
IIL METHODS 
A . list · of manufacturing milk producers in Macon County was . 
brought · up to date and · inf�rmation concerning total : milk . sold , butter­
fat test , and p�ice figures for ·1965 were obtained from the local · 
manufacturing milk plant . 
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A random _sample of 60 producers was · ta.ken from the 600 manufac­
tur:i,.ng ntj.lk producers in Macon County . Each . _of th�se producers . was 
contacted ,personaJJ,.y and interviewed using a · schedule · ( see Appendix)  
consisting of questions designed to  reveal characteristics , production 
practices , and : factors influencing practice - adoption . · This study has to 
do with t�ose ques�ions relate� to the factor� influencing practice _ adop� 
tion not already · dealt with in a re+�ted problem above . The 60 - producers . 
were . divided into thirds according to average 1965 butterfat ;production · 
figures in pounds per .· cow . The high group . ( 20 producers ) had average 
butterfat ,pr0d1..1.ction ranging downward from 364 to 163 pounds ; the, m�dium 
group ( 20 producers ) had · production from 159 to 104 ,pounds ; and . the low . 
group ( 20 producers ) were in a range · from · 78 . down., to · 2 4  pounds .; Main com­
parisons in the - present study will be between high and low producers , 
Analyse� will be based on simple - numbers and percents ; a�d · averages shown 
where , pertinent . The_ medium group will be considered when . appropriate . , 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I. THirfGS LIKED ABO� MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCTIO� 
Each . producer was asked to tell what · he ·,liked most about manu­
facturing milk production.- Table ,XLV shows , that . . 88 percent ( 53 dairy­
men ) said that · it - provided a regular . source of income and was . . a stable 
form or agriculture. Two farmers, one high and one low, gave as 
their . answer; "To have milk at - home" and " It_provides some extra 
income. " 
The fact that 88 percent milked mainly - for the income may be· 
one of the reasons why there had been a decrease over the most recent 
10 years in the number of manufacturing milk producers . More prqfitable : 
and less confi�ing sources of income off. the farm may . have : given those 
with -smaller investm�nts . in their milking operations a chance to. stop 
milking . 
II .  THIUGS DI9LIKED ABOUT MANUFACTURING MILK ,PRODUCTION 
Fifty-seven percent . of all daiJ;'Yille� . gave the 1 one·thing .they : 
disliked about manufacturing milk production as ; "Too confining . "  It , 
is ·shQwn in Table XLVI ·that the high medium and low groups had · l3, 10 
and · l2 , producers respectively, tht3:t ' an�wered in , this :1ifay. 
"Cold weather '.'- and . _"Labor involved" we·re mentioned ; by · 12 . per­
cent each of ·all producers interviewed. · Th� "Low price of , milk'' 
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TABLE XLV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL ,MACON· COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDIUM AND LQW PRODUCERS MENTIQNING THINGS THEY LIKED MOST 
ABO� MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCT_ION* 
Things Liked __ Most A,+l ·Dairymen · High ; Medium Low · 
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, &bout Ma.nufac- Interviewed Producers Producers Producers . 
t�t�_S :fvitik·- -'Produ�tion No � % No . % No o % No o % 
Not Answered 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Steady Income 5 3  88 19 95 16 80 18 90 
Extra Income , 2 3 1 5 1 5 0 0 
To Have Milk -at Home . 2 3 0 0 1 5 1 5 
Do ·It Everyday 1 2 . 0 0 1 5 0 ,,0 
Likes Cattle 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 lOQ 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are , rounded to the -. nearest whole number o 
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TABLE -XLVI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS - OF .ALL MACON , COUNTY ·DAIRYMEN - INTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS MENTIONING ·THINGS : THEY . DISLIKED 
MOST ABOUT �UFACTURING MILK PRODUCTION* 
Things Disliked All -Dairymen . • High · Medium Low 
Most about . Manufac- . Inte:rviewed Producers , Producers Producers · 
. • . tu�ing ·Milk Produc,tien No o % No o % ' No a % No o % 
Too confining 35 57 13 65 10 50 12 60 
Weather - conditions 7 12 2 , 10 3 15 . 2  10 
Labor involved . 7 12 0 0 5 25 2 10 
Low price _ :of milk 6 10 3 15 1 5 2 10 
Small margin . price 2 3 1 5 0 0 1 , 5 
Dislikes nothing 1 2 · 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Hard , milker 1 2 . 0 0 0 0 1 5 · 
Milk tes.t ' V8.J.7iations 1 2 ·  1 5 · 0 0 0 o . 
Total 60 100 20 100 . 20 100 20 · 100 
*Percents a.re · rounded to the neares� whole number 11 
was . reported as a dislike. by 15·percent of the high producers � and was 
their second most frequently mentioned dislike o 
III o REASONS WHY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS DO NOT 
ADO�T RECOMMENDED ·PRACTICES 
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In order to determine the relative importance of some reasons as 
to why manufacturing milk producers do not - adopt recommended dairy 
production practices , each milk producer was , asked to select the -, three. 
most important reasons from a set of ten. This was ,done by giving the 
. respondent a · set. of ten · cards, with ,a reason typed -. on ea�h , from which · 
he made his decision . After the three reasons were selected , he.was 
asked .to rank them-in , order of importance as to why he •though� man�­
facturing m:ilk producers _do not adopt recommended_ dairy production 
pra�tices ; and · to , give _any o�her : reasons he felt to be important o 
Table ,XLVII shows a combined survey of numbers and percents 
of all · dairymen i high ,  medium and low producer� who ranked each. 
reason as either·first, second , or third in importance . An examination 
of the · data :revealed that there was very little difference between the 
high 1and low producers with regard tq selection of : reasons • . It -is . also 
noted that more producers selected the, three reasons that ranked at 
the ;_top than a combinati_on of the other six : reasons · considered . 
Re9:son _ l ,  "mo_re rewarding activities claim owner � s  time and money ," 
was selected by '77 percent ( 46 producers ) of all dairymen . Eighty : 
percent of the . high ,producers selected this reason, 65 -per.cent of the 
medium· and · 85 percent o:f the . low producers selected.it ; Some of the i 
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TABLE XLVII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MACON COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDIUM AND LOW : PRODUCERS RATING VARIOUS REA.SONS WHY , DAIRYMEN DO · 
NOT · ADOPT RECOMMENDED DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES* 
(FIRST , SECOND , · OR THIRD RANKING REASON ) 
Reason Why Dairymen : All Dairyme� High _ • Medium · · Low 
Do Not A<topt Interviewed , Proq.ucers Produce!S Producers 
Recommended Practices�* No . % No . , % No . % No . % 
More rewarding - activi-
ties claim · owner ' s  
time and : money 46 77 16 80 13 65 17 85 
Facilities· are ·not 
suited 44 74 14 10 13 65 17 85 
Cost of ·pract ices out-
weighs pos �ible 
benefit� 29 ' 48 11 5 5  12 60 6 30 
Don·' t  -have - the technical 
knowledge , needed 23 38 6 30 7 · 35 10 50 
Physically unable to . do 
superv:is iol?- and : manage-
ment of j ob _needed 10 17 3 15 5 · 25 . 2 10 
Have- tried · and found -
unsatisf0rct0::cy 9 15  2 10 4 20 3 15 
Expect .to sell dairy-
herd 8 : 13 3 15 3 15 2 ·  10 
Don ' t : believe practices 
are ·· ·sou.rid 6 10 3 15 1 5 2 10 
Uncertainty · of . ownership 
in divided · estate . 5 8 2 10 2 10 1 5 · 
Exp_ect ( to move away from 
farm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*Percents . are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
**Numbers and - percent s  : will not add : up to -total of 60 dairymen 
inter-viewed ·· s ince , each dairyman gave three ,reasons . ; 
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comments · regarding this reason were " I  don ' t .have the money . at the tim� 
I ·want to  . make . certain changes '! and II I j ust don ' t  get . started on some 
of the practices that need attention ." · 
Reason 2 ,  · "facilities not : suited ," was selected by 74 percent 
( 44 producers ) of · a11
,. 
dairymen . High producer_s ( 70 percent ) mentioned . 
this item · second most frequently . Some of the ,practices that producers 
indicated dairymen had not adopted due to "lack of • suitable facilities" 
included ( 1 )  feeding cows according to production ;· ( 2 ) providing silage ; 
and ( 3 )" prov;ding adequate amounts : of · temporary pasture . 
Reas on 3 ,  "cost of pract�ces outweighs . pos sible benefits , "  
was selected by 48  ,:percent ( 2 9  prod1.1-cers ) of  all diarymen . Some of 
the respondents . mentioned som� pra�tices they felt were in this 
category Q Those · most often heard . were : ( 1 ) using artificial insemi­
nation ; ( 2 )  providing silage ; ( 3 )  producing alfalfa hay ; �d ( 4 )  feeding 
16-18 percent protein feeds p 
Reason 4 ,  "don ' t  have the technical knowledge . needed ,"  was 
selected :bY 38 percent ( 23 ·producers ) of all the ; dairymen . The largest 
percentage of the producers mentioning th:is ( 50 ·percent ) were in the low 
yield group .. 
The s ix remaining reasons , (Table XLVII) and ___ p�rc_entij of _p;r�ucers . 
mentioning them were : 
Reason 5 ,  "physically unable . to do supervision and management 
of ·j ob needed , "  ( 17 percent ) . 
Reason 6 ,  "have tried and found unsatisfactory , "  ( 15 percent ) 
Reason 7 ,  "expect to  sell. dairy herd , "  ( 13 percent ) 
Reason 8 ,  "don ' t  believe practices are - sound , ',' ( 10 percent ) 
Reason · 9 , "uncertainty of - ownership in undivided estate 
( 8  percent } 
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R�ason 10 , "expect to move away from farm ,"  (no producer selected 
this as a reason ) o · 
Each · respondent . was asked , wheth_er or not - he thought there were 
other reasons why manufacturing milk producers do not adopt recommended 
dairy production practices o About half . the produ�ers gave . other 
reasons , sue� as , "I •·m too- lazy," or "I , j ust ·won ' t  take the time o "  The 
o-ther , reasons were really restatelllents of one or another of the ten 
reasons mentioned above . 
IV . DA�RY MANAGEMENT ADVICE SOUGHT 
Farmers obtain information from many sources (1 : 7 )  o Research . 
has shown that ,sources used by farmers tend to vary wi�h their stage ­
in ·t�e adoption process . All . of the dairymen interviewed . sought some 
advice concerning dairy management o As seen in Table XLVIII , on the 
average , each dairyman · talked , to 5 . 97 -individuals . Th� high producers 
talked to an average . of 6 0 70 ,  the medium , 5 .; 85 and .the low , 5 . 35 .  
Ninety-seven - percent of all . dairymen ranked the "Milk plant 
field man" as their first .choi�e when · they - sought advice concerning 
dairy management . Thi-s , is understandable since these producers 
sougbt 'advice ,frequently c0ncerning _ milk ,coolers and equipment and 
this - in most cases was . serviced . by the field man . In addition to -this -
he _makes regular visits to _ all these producers . All three production _ 
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TABLE XLVIII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL •MACON COUNTY MANUFAC�URING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY FREQUENCY WITH 
WHIC}:i THE� REPORTED. HAVING SOUGHT ADVICE CONCERNING 
DAIRY MANAGEMENT 0F CERTAIN . INDIVIDUALS* 
Person · from 
Whom -Advice 
Was Sought** 
Milk. plant · fieldman ·· 
County agent -
Feed dealer or 
salesman · . .  
Local veterinarian 
Neighbor , friend or 
other ·dairyman · 
ABA technician 
Banker or ·PCA repre-
sentative 
Extension dairyman 
Vo�Ag · teacher 
Health department 
sanitarian · 
Average ,Number . of 
Indivi�uals Giving 
Advic e  
All ··Dairymen 
Interviewed 
No . . % 
'High : 
Producers 
No . , % 
Medium 
Producers 
No . % 
Low 
Produ�ers , 
No . · % 
58 . 
5 5  








5 � 97. 
97 20 
92 19 













5 5  
60 
5 5  












75 14 . 




















*Percents are rounded to the ne�est whole number . 
**Numbers and percents will not . add up to t�e total of  60 dairy­
men . interviewed (100 perce�t ) ,  since dairymen talked to one or more 
inQ.ividuals . 
groups - agreed on this first choice w�th 100 percent of the high , 95 
perGent .of the medium and 95 percent or the . low producers seeking 
a4vice from this source o . 
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The "County ag�nt" rated second with 92 percent of the producers 
me�tio�ing this , source ., Higher percents of the ·high and medium 
producers (95 percent each ) used this source than was ., true for 
low producers ( 85 percent ) .  
"Feed dealer or salesman'.' was third choice for the high pro­
ducers ( 90 percent ) and the: · medium producers ( 85 percent ) , but was · 
fourth .most frequently named :bY the. low ,producers ( 75 percent ) .  
Eighty-three percent of all dairymen did seek advice from him , making 
him third _ in · importance as a source of help o 
The- fourth ranking individual to give advice was the "Local · 
veterinarian . "  Eighty pe:i;cent of the high and low producers and . 75 
percent of the medium _ producers reported receiving helpful information 
from . this , person . The total of 78 percent _consul�ing this source 
may indicate. that most of this was for animal heal th rather tha,n · 
seeking management advice . 
The other sources of advice sought_ and . thei� percentages . were , 
in order : ( 1 )  neighbor .. or friend ( 77 percent ) ; . (2 ) . ABA · technician . 
(50 · percent ) ;  ( 3 )  banke:r; or PCA · representa�ive _ ( 48 percent ) ;  ( 4 ) - extension 
dairyman . ( 38 percent ) ( 5 )  Vo-ag te_acher ( 32 percent ) ;  and _ ( 6 )  health 
department sanitarian ( 2 percent )o 
V .  ADDITIONAL - SOURCES OF DAIRY MANAGEMENT INFORMATION USED 
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One hundred percent of , all dairymen interviewed indicated that 
they received certain dairy management information from oth�r sources 
as listed in Ta,.ble XLIX o All , dairymen - reported they received . informa­
tion from an - average of 6 . 93 sources . The high gr0up ayeraged 7. 70, 
the m�dium, 6. 55 -and the : low 6 .  55 sources o 
Radio and television were the : most popular sources rep0rted, 
with 88 .percent ot all . producers indicat i.ng these sources . The high 
and medium group reported 90 percent ; while the low group reporyed 
85 percent . 
Fa� magazines · rated next as a source of infor�ation, with 
82 ·percent _of all producers interviewed, an� university bulletins 
and publications followed closely wi�h 78 : percent . The groups ranged· 
from 90 to 75 percent , for t�e ·high and low groups respectively using 
these sources. 
Farm : meetings, commercial feed company bulletins and daily 
newspapers were other useful sources . of information with 75 percent , 
73 percent and 72 percent, respectively, of _all dairymen reporting 
their use ,. Commercial feed company b�letins were a source of 
infqrmation for 90 percent , of the high producer.s, and only · 65 percent 
of the ; low . Daily newspapers prGvided information for 85 percent · 
of : the high producers .. and 60 percent of the low. 
Sixty-e�ght ,percent reported field days , 35 percent reported 
weekly newspapers and 33 percent reported newsletters as SG>urces of . 
information. 
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TABLE - XLIX 
NUMBERS AN� PERCENTS OF ALL MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING · MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW · PRQDUCEJ;tS BY FREQUENCY · WITH 
WHICH· THEY REPORTED RECEIVING INFORMATION USEFUL IN THE · 
MANAGEMENT -OF THEIR DAIRY HERDS FROM 
DIFFEREN'.r SOURCES* 
Source of Useful 
Infonnation** 
All ,Dairymen . 
Interviewed 
No . % 
High 
ProduQers 
No . % 
Medium 
Producers 
No . % 
Low 
Producers 
No . % 
Radio. 53 · 
Televi�ion 53 
Farm .magazines 49 
University bulletins 
and .publications 47 
Farm ,. meetings l 45 
Commercial -feed · company 
bulletins · 44 
Daily newspapers 43 
Field day s · and tours 41 
We�kly newspapers 21 
News lett·e�s · 20 
Average · Number of 
Sources of Infor­











90 . . 18 
90 18 
90 16 
90 . 14 · 
85 13 · 
90 13 
85 14 
75 · 11 · ,  
30 · 7 
45. 7 
7 . 70 
*Percents ; are rounded to the ' neare�t whole number . 
90 17 
90 . 17 
80 15 

















6 . 55 
**Numbers and percents .wi�l - not add .. up to the to:tal of 60 dairy- • 
men interviewed · (100 percent ) ,  s�nce , dairymen . recetved -.info�atiori from 
more .. than one · source . 
VI .  DEGREE TO WHICH INTERVIEWER WAS FAMILIAR 
WITH DAIRY SITUATION 
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Table L shows that _ :the interviewer was "very fSJ!liliar" or 
"fairly . familiar" with 85 percent of , the high producer situations o · It 
further shows that , the interviewer was "not familiar" or "not : very. 
familiar" wit� 32 · percent of .the total - producers in this . study ; this · 
includes 40 percent of the .medium producers and · 4o percent of the , low 
producers. The .fact . that : high producers were, ' in the main, better · 
known is consistent with findings reported elsewhere o 
VII D PRODUCER ' S  NEED FOR INCREASING ATTENTION 
TO ·MANAGEMENT . OF HERD 
In Table LI the interview ' s  opinion was that 33 of the dairymen 
"should pay more attention" to the management ·of :their dairy he::r;-ds • . 
Ten each of these were high and medium producers, respectively, and 
thirteen were l0w - producers o The interviewer felt that four pro­
ducers "should not -pay more att�ntion o " · 
The i�terviewer felt that - the one . producer in the high group 
who was doing an outstanding j ob of management did not need to be 
concerned with better management considering his various resources, 
there�s, the two producers in the medium and one.in ·th�. low group were 
either· retiri.ng or going out. of the manufacturing milk business and · 
therefore, would not benefit by being concerned - with management � 
The interviewer was · "uncertain" about 38 percent of the . producers 
( Table. LVI), m9:inly due , to lack of real , fa.m.iliari,ty with their situatiqn� ·-
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TABLE · L 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL MACON· COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY DEGREE TO_ 
WHICH INTERVIEWER WAS FAMILIAR WITH .THE DAIRY 
SITUATIONS OF THE RESPONDENTS* 
Degree to Which · All Dairymen . High Medium Low 
Inte�viewer Knew Interviewed . Producers Producers Producers 
Dai:ry Situation No . % . No o % , No o % No o i . 
Very . familiar 4 7 3 15 1 5 0 0 
Fairly familiar 37 61 14 70 ll · 5 5  12 60 
Not · very f8J'.!liliar · 18 30 3 15 8 40 7 · 35 
Not f�iliar 1 . 2 0 0 0 0 1 · 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are ro\lilded to nearest whole number . 
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TABLE LI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL ,MACON COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, HIGJ:I, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS WHO ·SHOULD, IN T:ijE 
INTERVIEWER ' S  OPINION, PAY MORE ·-ATTENTION TO THE · 
. . . . . . . .  
Attention Paid to 
Management of 
Dairy He�d -
Should pay , mo�e 
attention 




































*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number o 
CHAPTEE III 
SUMMARY 
This · study . of . 6O manufacturing milk producers in Macon County 
was ma�e to determine factors . not already id�ntified that , may have 
influenced these dairym�n - to adopt or rej ect the recommended dairy 
management practices , studied o 
times , 
A review of other . studies revealed the following general points ; 
1. Farmers tend to adopt new : ideas or practices at different 
2.  They ·tend to be · at different stages in the : adoption process 
on the : same . and different practices at any one time 
3 .  Mass . media sources . are more important . at the awareness and 
interest st ages 
4 . Neighbors and friends : are more important . than mass media 
at the . evaluation ·and trial stages . 
5.  · Personal · contact becomes of · greater value in the more 
advanced stages of the adoption of . practices · 
6 .  Agri�ultural agencies ' representatives . are influential in 
helping t0 affect individuals : who are closest to the ·adoption of . 
practice$ . 
Dairymen - in . the study . were divided into three equal groups . 
of - 2O producers in high, . medium and low groups ·according to annual 
butterfat -,production per cow, and . the factors influencing dairy 
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management practice adoption ·of these groups were .considered based on 
data . obtained from . personal . interviews o A similar study conducted in 
another · Teijnessee county was reviewed o 
Io REVIEW OF FINDINGS : 
Listed below is a summary of the findings concerning .factors 
affecting practice adoption by the Macon County . manufacturing milk 
producers in _ this study . 
1. Of the thing liked mo�t by . manufacturing milk producers, 
"the regular income" was rated first . by 88 percent of the dairymen � 
2 .  Confinement was the , greatest dislike mentioned , by 5 7  percent 
of the ., producers interviewed, little difference being noted in the . 
three production groups . 
3 .  Manufacturing milk pro�ucers interviewed felt that recom­
mended production practices most often are _.not adopted because "more 
rewarding activities claim owner ' s  time and . money" ( 77 percent 
reporting), "facilities are not ; suite9-" ( 74 percent), and "cost of : 
practices outweighs possible benefits" (48 percent · reporting) . 
4 .  Only 10 percent of respondents felt dairymen don ' t  · adopt 
practices thinking that : �he recommended practices were not · sound o 
5 • .  Thirty-eight percent ·of the producers inter.viewed (50 per­
cent of the -low and 30 percent of the high) felt -that · "lack of 
tec11,niciµ knowledge ne.eded" was the ; reason -dairymen · did not . adopt 
practices. 
6 .  "Milk plant fieldman was · rated in first choice , according 
to frequency 1 of -.mention, whe_n · producers reported persons · from whom · 
advice was sought, · 97 percent reporting. 
7 o  Nearly all.producers (88 • percent e�ch ) listed radio and 
television most frequently as sources of additional . useful dairying · 
inf0rmation . The_ high group reported 90 percent compared· to 85 per-­
cent for the low group in their listing� : of th�se sources of 
additional · information first .· 
8 q Eignty-two percent of . the d�irymen rated farm.magazines 
as their third best source . of · information, 90 percent of the , high. 
and 75 percent of the low_,reporting . 
9 . The interviewer was either unfamiliar or not · very familiar 
with , 32 , percent of the producers ' dairy situations . 
lO o In _the i�teryiewer ' s  , opinton, most of the manufacturing 
milk producers inte�viewed ( 83 _ percent ) should pay more attention , 
to ·the management· of their dairy herd . 
II . . IMPLICATIONS 
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The ·information obtained in the study of _ manufacturing milk 
producers in Macon County leads.to the following ·implications for use . 
in · Extension program planning: 
1 .  Eighty-eight percent : of the dairymen sold manufacturing 
milk · for the : regular income, th�ugh more than one-half .- did not like · 
confinement ; · the!efore, it is assumed · t�at the maj ority wo�d be 
interested in increasing their net income. 
2 �  Careful considerations should be given to the important 
reasons given , by · re�pondents concerning why dairymen - do not adopt . 
recommended dairy production practiqes .  
113 . 
3. Producers who ·felt that ·there· was · a need for more technical 
knpwledge shoul� be . contacte� concerning s�ch opportunities - as the 
dairy farm ·management week . 
4 �  The importance , of working closely with the milk plant · 
field.man should not be overlooked as an avenue for encouraging producers 
to adopt recommended practices. · 
5. Attempts should be made to contact . the manufacturing milk . 
producers through . the various sources of information they - indicated 
using most q 
6 ;  Manufacturing milk producers in Macon County - should be 
familiarized with selected findings · of this : study . 
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APPENDIX 
THE AGRICULTURAL ·EXTENSION SERVIC,E , UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
Knoxv_ille , Tennessee 
TENNESSEE , MANUFACT1JRING MILK PRODUCERS SURVEY 
INTRODUCTION : I - am helping with a survey that · is .being made by the Uni­
versity of Tennes_see � The purpose  is to o't>tain info:rmati.on to use i in 
planning programs helpful to manufacttll;"ing milk _ producers o The answers 
you give · will be added to those given by . other dairymen who are being 
interviewed in this county and · oth�r parts of · the state to get a com­
plete picture . of -the dairy situation o Could I have a little of your 
time to , go over these . questions ? 
1 o Total acres in farm_. _____ _ Cropland aGres _____ _ 
2 o  Maj or occupation of the resp0ndent 
ao · Full-time farmer e o Wage earner 
-------
b .  Part-time ·farmer f .  Hou�ewife or widow 
c • .  Business ( specify) _ g �  · Retired . 
---
d o  Professional ( specify) h. Other ( specffy) 
-----
3 o  I s  -dairying your maj or source of incom�.? 
a .  Yes____ b o No_· ___ _ 
4 .  I f  y�ur answer to question 3 above is NO , what - is .your maj or source 
of incqme? 
---------------
5 . Would you please complete this  sentence? , ( Hand respondent card o )  
"The thing I like most· a1?out . manufactu!ing milk production is __ _ 
TO THE INTERVIEWER : If  the - responde�t ment io�s more than one, thing· , write · 
down all· of them , and ask . him "Which is  �- important? "  ; :Then :underscore it o' 
6 .  Would yo� please complete this s entence? , ( Han4 respondent card . ) 
"The thing I .. dislike most about manufacturing milk productio� is_ 
TO THE. INTERVIEWER : If the respondent mentions more than one thing , write · 




7 o · We _have . listed 0n :these cards ··some reasons why Manufacturing Milk 
Pr0ducers do not · ac;lopt . recommended· dairy production practiceso ( Hand 
respondent set· 0f . cardso ) Now , here is what - we would like you to do : 
ao Please look thr.eugh all.of the cards ; read each one ; and pick 
�ut the three c�rds that show , why you 'believe Manufacturing Milk 
Preduction Producers do not use better production �racticeso . After 
you _.have . selected : the th�ee.cards, please : hand . me the resto 
b o Now, . thes� three reasons are : not of the •, same . importance ; so 
please go thrqugh them ! and .decide which one_ is probably of most 
importance � Ple_ase .. give me the number on the :back. of the card o 
Als_o, please do this with the other two cards o 
· Rank . 1 2 · 3 
Card N�ber 
Are _. .there any . othel'." reasons why you .. believe dairy farmers do 
not·adqpt reco�ended dairy production practices? 
TO THE INTERVIEWER: The purpose . of this ne�t question is.to find out if 
the respondertt--
(1). is aware ,_of certain recommended practices 
( 2) is interested , in using them 
( 3 )  has tried them 
( 4) is still using them, or will use , them : when · the· n�ed �ises 
( 5 )  and his ·reasons for -never trying th.e practices, or -for not : using 
· them after ·trying them � 
INTERVIEWER .,hand : _each. card ,. :to respondent . separately · after saying: "I .have . 
here a set of ·cal'."ds . On each card · is a dairy production practice .·. Would 
you read eacl). card and : tell . me whether or n0t · you have tried · that practice?" 
( Check· Y�s or - No in the · "Has Tried". column below o )  
In _his• reply, the responde1;1t may alsc;> answer the •other four points . If 
not, . interviewer will ask · appropriate questions to obtain the-answers o 




(1) Using artificial in-
semina.tion in . the 
breeding of 50% or 
more of y our cows 




( ) (b ) a 
Is Using 
Inter- or 
ested In Will Use 
Yes No Yes No 




( ) (h ) 
L Reasons for never trying practice OR not using after trying 
( 2 )  Breeding each .bull to 
a bull of same breed 
L Reasons . for never trying practiGe 
ng a ·basis for 
hing · feed and 
n according to pro-







ion with ·special 
ntion to · assure 
high producers 
ive enough grain . 
o. , 1-3 or 1�4 ) ( i � e  
O R  not using after trying 
., _ -
i o . Reasons for never try ing practice OR not : using after trying 
( 4 )  Providing an adeq�ate 
( 6-8 tons annuai1y per . 
cow ) supply of · silage 
( when fed with hay ) 
i o Reasons for never . trying practice . . O R  not using after trying 
( 5 )  Prov 
sila 
in · d 




iding high quality 
ge . ( L e ..: , corn · cut 
ent stage, alfalfa 
ar1y · bloom . stage 
grasses in boot. 
e .. 
.. 
i o Reasons for never trying practice O R  not . using after trying 
(6) Providing enough · 
roughage ( 2  1/2 lbo 
of _hay equivalent per ­
C"(,rt " . of ·body weight .  
daily ) by supplement­
ing silage -with hay 
( l;..2 tons_ annually 




( ) (b ) a 
Is Using 
Inter- or 
ested In Will ·Use 
Yes No Yes. No 
( ) ( d )  ' ) ( f )  C , e .
-
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Has - Tried . 
Yes No 
( ) (h ) fl. 
i a Reasons for never , trying practice OR . not using after.trying 
(7) Providing �igh :quality 
hay . ( L e. , :  alfalfa cut 
at '.bud: to 1/10 bloom · 
stage ; grasses - an� 
small · grains in boot 
stage ) 
i o Reasons · for never ·trying practice OR not using after trying 
(8) Prov 
sila 
on , p  
i4ing hay and/or 
ge when cows are 
asture 
i "  Reasons for never trying practice OR not - using after trying 
iding an adequate 






of improved pas'"'!' 
( e og o ; orchard · 
s and · 0lao.ino ) 
· -
L Reasons for never trying practice OR not • using after ; trying 
( 10 )  Providing sufficient 
summer . pasture ( 1/4 · 
to 1/2 A "  per cow ) . 
i o Reasons· for ·never tryin� practice OR not using a�ter -trying 
( 11 )  Keeping adeq�ate . milk 
production records on _ 
a per l cow basis ( i o e o ,  
D o �  o L � o , D •. H o  L A  o , 




( a )  (b ) 
Inter-
ested In 
Yes - No 
( C )  . ( d ) 
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Is _ Using 
or 
Will Use Has Tried 
Yes No Y�s No 
( e .) ( f )  / ) uz: ( h )  
i .  Reasons for never try ing practice OR not ·us ing after try ing 
( 12 )  Raising at . least 75% 
of all. herd replace­
ments · I 
i o Reasons. for never try ing pract ice OR . not using after try ing 
(13 } Annu 
aver 
per 
ally providing an 
age or sixty - day s 
cow for dry pe�iod , ,, -
i o  Reaso�s for never. try ing practice O R  not using after trying 




h calving period 
each cow in the 
-
.. 
i .. Reasons for never try ing practice O R  not - using after try ing 
(15 ) Havi 
cows 
fres 
ng at least 75% 
in the - herd 
hen in the fall : 
of 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice O R  not using after try ing 
nently identify-(16_) Perma 
ing 
sire 
each calf as to 
and · dam .. -
i .  Reasons for never try ing practice OR not · using after try ing 
Is Using 
Read or Inter- or 
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Heard ·of ested In . Will Use . Has Tried 
Yes No Yes No Yes · No Yes No 




( a ) · (b ) 
1
· 
( c )  ( d )  ( e )  ( f )  I (g) (h ) 
( at 4-10 months of . 
age ) for brucellosis, 
blackleg, etc·o 
_____ ..,_ _____________ _ 
i o  Reasons for never trying practice ·OR not using after trying 
(18) Keep 
reco 








. .  
.. 
· herd 
L Reasons for never trying practice OR - not us ing after trying 
g ·a (19) Usin 
each 
milk 
strip cup on 
cow before each . . ,  
ing 
i o  Reasons for never trying pract�ce OR not - us ing after trying 
ng a routine ,check 
(every 6 mo. ) of · 
ing system as to 








1 and pulsation 
( varies with · 
facturer ) . .  
i o  Reasons fer ne�er tryin� practice OR not ·using after. trying 





ing _and loafing 
s for the milking 
i .  Reasons . for . never ._trying practice OR . not using after trying 
( 22 )  Systematically using 
a : recommended method 
of fly control around 
barns, loafing and 
milking areas 
Read or 
Heard . .  of 
Yes ·No 









Will Use . Has Tried · 
Yes , No Yes No 
( e )  ( f )  (g ) ( ) , h  
L Reasons for never trying practice OR not - using after trying 
ii o TO INTERVIEWER : If recommended method is used , explain the 
system mentioned : 
( 2 3 )  Gett 
prof 
work 
ing the - advice 




i. Reasons for never trying practice OR not , using after : trying 
,, .... . 9. During the past year , have you talked - with · anyone about· the manage� 
ment of y our dairy herd? 
a .  Yes ____ b.  No ·-----
TO THE INTERVIEWER : If No , skip to question 11 . If _Yes, ask question 
10 first . 
10 . With whom have you talkedr_ • .  ( Check on� or more of the . following . 
If responde�t ·gives names , write them at : the side and check· list 
later. ) 
a .  County , agent_· · ____ _ 
b. Extension dairyman · · 
---
c .  , Loe.al veterinarian __ _ 
d �  · D. H . I !A .  ·supervisor __ . 
e .  A . B . A . ·technician __ _ 
f .  · Vo-Ag teacher · ·  
-----
g . Milk plant . field man_,_. _____ _ 
h .  Feed dealer or salesman · 
-----
i. Banker -or PCA representative __ _ 
j .  Neighbor- or friend (other 
dairyman ___________ _ 
k �  Health Department sanitarian __ _ 
1 .  Other . (specify ) 
---------
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ll o From which of the f0+lowing other sources did you receive informa- . 




a o - Univ o bulletins and publication�--- f o 
b o  Commercial . (fee.d company ) bulletins__ g o  
C o  Farm . magazines _____________ h o  
d o  Daily _newspapers___________ L 






Field , days . and tours_:. _ 
Newsletters 
------
What · was the -, highest grade level that. you _, completed? (C�rcle one) 
0 12345678 9 10 11 . 12 1 2 3 4 Bachelor ' s  Master v s  Doctor 9 s 
None Grade Sch .; H o  S o  CoL Under o Degree 1 ·  Degree Degree . 
Age of respondent? :  
a o Under 25 d o  45-54 ' 
b o  25�34 e o  55-64 
c .  35-44 f o  6 5  or more 
14 0 - What· plans . do you have f0r , the f\lture man�gement of your dairy herd? 
(Incll,lding 23 practices listed -earlier plU$ any . othe�s mentioned . )  
( If  respondent says he has ·no plans in question 14  above, ask · why not � ) 
What · land.use system did you - follow last ye� ?  
Crop 
Corn (grain ) 
Corn (silage) 




















Bottom : or 
Upland. Yield 
Disposition 
Used · Sold 
------
17 0 How many· dairy_animals in each of the ·f0ll0wing cl,assifications · 
did you . have - last year? 
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Total Registered , Grade • 
ao Dairy-cows milked 
b o  Dairy heifers over.1 year o f  age 
c .  Dairy heife�s under 1 year of age · 
d o  De.fry-bulls 
18 0 How many dairy animals in each of the-classifications did you have 
in 'the ·following breeds? ( C�eck with ·question -17 to see totals 
are the s�e o ) 
Breed 
Number of Cows 
Regis o Grade 
a o Brown Swiss : __ _ 
b .  Guernsey 
c. Holstein 
d .  Jersey 
e o  Other : 
(Please specify ) 
Number of Heifers 
Regis a Grade 
Numbep of Bulls 
Regis . Grade 
19 Do you now have more, the sa.m� or fewer ,_dairy cows than you ._had last 
year?. 
a .  · More i .  How many . more7 iL Why? -
b .  Same . L Why? · 
C o  Fewer i o  How many fewer7 ii. Why? 
20 . How · do ' you breed your heifers? 
a o  ·. Art-ificially __ �--- b o  Naturally --------
21 . What '. type bull . do you use 1 on your heifers? 
a .  ·. Dai-ry _________ _ b o  Beef 
22 . What :type .' of bull do you • use on . your . cows? 
-----------
a o Dairy _________ _ b .  Beef -----------
23 • . What percent protein do you --use in your dairy.ration? 
a o 12% bo  14% c .  16% 
--- --- ---
24 ._ Do you - mix you:r own.concentrates? 
a .- Yes · ---- b •. Sqme ____ _ 
d. 18.% e .  Other · (specify 
---
C o  No 
------
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TO INTERVIiWER : 
to quest ion ·26 0 
If t�e · answer , to quest ion 24 above was .Ye s , .  skip . 
If the answer was Some . or No , ask . quest ion .25 � 
2 5 0  If you - do. not - mix your own concentrates , how - do you provide for 
them? -------------------------------
26 . Do _you grind your . hay? . a .  · Yes ___ _ b .  No 
-----
TO INTERVIEWER : If the answer to quest ion 26  above . was Ye s , ask 
question 27 .. If answer was No , skip to 28 0 
27 . .  Please explain . how hay i s _ ground and · fed ___ ---! ________ _ 
28 o What · type • of hay do .. you usually feed? 
a ..  Legume . 
---
b .  Grass · 
-----
29 . How do you - ·supply . salt and miner�ls ? 
a .  · Mix in rat ion 
· c  .. Le gume-grass 
-----
c . Other ( specif_y_) __ 
b .  Supply them free choice 
-----
-------
30 .. What source ( s ) of water . do yo1,l. have for your herd? 
a .  Drinking cups in barn 
----
b .. Other , water in barn ____ _ 
c .  Water outside ·barn 
------
d o Pond___ e .  Str�am __ _ 
31 . If .you have a pond , - what distanc e is it from the barn? ____ .. . ._yds .o 
32 .- If you _. have . a stream , what , distance . is it from the barn? ______ _  yds o 
33 . What. type (?f milking · s et -up . do -you have ? 
a . ·, St anchion ___ _ b .  Elevated· st all_ . ._ c o Oth;er ( specify ) __ 
34 . Do you have a bulk tank? 
b ..  No a. Ye s_,_- __ _ 
-------
35 . If you have a bulk tank , what is it s c apac ity? ______ gallons 
36 .. Do you .' ·have · a pipeline system? a . .  Yes __ _ b o  No 
----
37 .. .  If'.. you _-. do have a pipeline syst em , does it include a workable , 
weighing device?  
a ..  Yes 
-----
b .  No 
------
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TO INTERVIEWER � If t�e answer . to question 37.was Yes r. ask · question -
38 0 If No , ·skip to question ;39 ; below o 
38 0· Do you . use �he weighing device? 
a o ·. Yes 
----
b o  No 
------
If not � .  why , not ? 
-------
39 0 How · much loafing barn a:rea do you _: have - ,for each cc,,w? (in sq o ft o ) 
a o Under 30 ___ _ 
e o  60-69 -----= 
b o  30-39 f �  70 - or above , 
C o  40�49 _______ _ 
---
g o  Box (free ) stalls 
d Q  50-59 
------
40 o Do you - have- a silo? a o  Yes 
-----
b o No 
-----=--
TO INTERVIEWER :- If the answer \-to qu�stion -40 . is Yes r. ask ques:t ion 
41 o • If No ,' skip to question 42 o 
4L· What type (s) of silo (s )  do you ,. have7 What size? What ·type -,of cover 
do you - use? 
42 0 







a o Owner 
Size· Roof 
milking? 
b o  Tenant 
-Type , of 
Plastic 
Cover 
Other • None 
--� --- c o  Oth�r · (please specify) · ---
43 0 If. person other - than ,owne:r;- milks , h9w is.he paid? 
a o - Percentage __ b o Sa�ary_. __ C o Combination (specify ) ---
44 o (OPTIGNAL) , Approximately . what was your total . (gross) family income 
last year? . (Hand card to respondent, and : ask · him ·to . select a category. ) 
a .  0-:-1,999 ' L 16 ;000-17,999 
b o 2 ,00_0-3 ,999 - j • 18,-000-19,999 
C .o. 4 ,000-5,999 k o 20,000-21,999 
d o 6,000-7,999 l o  22 �-000-23 ,999 
e o  8,000-9,999 m .  24 ,000-25,999 
f .  10,000-11,999_ n o 26 ,000-29 ,999 
g o  12 i000-13,999_ O o  30 ,000-49,999 
h o 14 �000-15 ;999_ P o 50 ,000-99,999 
45 0 How would you _ rate_the present condition and value· of your dairy 
herd? 
a o Excellent ___ _ 
b o Good _____ _ 
c q Fair ____ _ 
d 9  Poor 
-----
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Name of . Respondent ---------------------------
Address ------------ County ____ _ Ntunber -------
Date_. ____________ _ Tenure Status -------------
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